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This report documents the second part of a three-part study whose overall
objective is an initial assessment of the accuracy of the SEASAT-A SMMR Antenna r
Pattern Correction (APC) algorithm.
	 Interim APC brightness temperature measure-
i ments for all ten SMMR channels are compared with calculated values generated
from surface truth data. 	 Plots and associated statistics are presented for the
available points of coincidence between SMMR and surface truth measurements
acquired for the Gulf of Alaska SEASAT Experiment (GOASEX). 	 The most important
conclusions of the study deal with the apparent existence of different instrument
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Thi's report documents the second part of a three-part study whose
' ovexall objective is an initial assessment of the accuracy of the ^.
SMMR Antenna Pattern Correction (APC) Algorithm. 	 Interim APC•'.
bri,'ghtness temperature measurements for all ten SMMR channels are
i compared to model-calculated values. 	 The assumptions used in {,
generating the calculated brightness temperatures include (1) a
i standard atmospheric profile, (2) a constant integrated water vapor
'	 ! content, and (3) cloud-free conditions.	 The surface truth data used
inthis study includes buoy, ship, and radiosonde measurements
o	 inall	 acquired for the Gulf of Alaska SEASAT Experiment (GOASEX).ng
Plots and associated statistics are presented for the available points r.
j of coincidence between SMMR and surface truth measurements.
The two most important conclusions of the study are:
(1)	 There appear to exist s ignificantly different	 t	 'g	 	 instrument
biases for the ten channels of SMMR data output by the
interim APC algorithm.
is
(2)	 Sizable opposing cross-track gradients are evident in the $	 "^
vertical and'horizontal"brightness temperatures output by the
interim APC for the 6,6, 18, and 21 GHz channels. #
d
W	 2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1 Problem Statement.	 The SEASAT-A Scanning Multichannel Microwave ¢'
Radiometer (SMMR) is designed to make measurements of thermal micro- r	 a
' wave emission from the Earth for the primary purpose of determining
F sea surface temperatures, wind speed, and atmospheric water vapor
and liquid water parameters. The antenna temperatures measured by
"the SMMR contain known antenna pattern effects which must be removed
before these measurements can be used to derive geophysical parameters.
a The Antenna Pattern Correction (APC) Algorithm has been designed by rJ_
E. G. Njoku and coded by R. E. Cofield'to remove these effects. 	 In a
brief, summary, the APC algorithm accepts as input SMMR antenna tem-
perature (TA) measurements and produces corrected brightness 'tempera-
tures (TB) as its output.	 These output brightness temperatures are
then used as inputs to the geophysical parameter algorithms. The
problem to be addressed here is the evaluation of the accuracy of the ;3
x" APC brightness temperature outputs.
k'. Specifically, this report documents the second part of a three-part 4	 ,
study whose overall objective is an initial assessment of the accu-
racy of the APC algorithm.
	
As the SMMR algorithms mature, and as a t<`
" larger data set becomes available, it is expected that further'
studies will refine the results presented here.	 The three parts of
this initial assessment are:
i
c
A.	 6.6 GHz TB
 vs. Tsurface truth Comparison
TB
 measurements for the SMMR 6.6 GHz channels are compared to
surface truth derived sea surface temperatures.
	 The two 6.6 GHz
ch#nnels are used because they are most sensitive to sea surface.,+
s temperature (SST) but least sensitive to atmospheric effects.
SST measurements are more numerous and more accurate than other
types. of surface truth measurements.
	 Thus,, the comparison of
6.6 GHz TB
 with SST under clear atmospheric conditions provides
a large, high-quality data set from which to assess the accuracy
of the APC algorithm.
B.	 TB'Measured vs. T B
 Calculated Comparison
TBImeasurements for all ten SMMR channels are compared with TB t
values calculated from geophysical models using surface truth
data.	 Although this task is restricted to a smaller surface }
r truth data set than task A, it assesses the accuracy of all ten
SMMR channels rather than only two of them.
	 In addition, this
task is less dependent on using clear atmospheric conditions
since the models take atmospheric variations into account.
C.	 TAvs. TB Comparison
TA, measurements for all ten SMMR channels are compared with the
corresponding TB
 outputs.
	 This comparison allows a determination
of whether the APC algorithm adequately removes those instrument
k	 effects known to be present in the TA data.
i
;.
The results obtained for Task A are given in reference 1.
	 The results
obtained for Task B are the subject of this document.
2.2	 Brief Description of the APC Algorithm.
	 At this time, the APC algo-
!
_
rithm has not yet reached its final form.
	 Section 2.2.1 describes the
full set of capabilities to be implemented in the final APC algorithm.
Section 2.2.2 outlines the subset presently implemented in.the interim 1 "I
t. version of the APC.
	 The results of this study are based only on out- ;k
_put obtained from the interim APC.
	 It is expected that a later study
will perform a similar evaluation of the final APC.
2.2.1	 Final APC Description. ,
	The input TA data to the APC algorithm consists r -}
of measurements of microwave emission at ten different channels.
	 Each
'	 channel is characterized by one of five frequencies (6.6, 10.69, 18, ! f'I
'. 21, and 37 GHz) and one of twopolarizations. .(vertical and horizontal). It ,
' The TA measurements are sampled at regular time intervals along the
' SMMR scan, which results however in an irregular spacing ofg	 p	 g	 points on
the Earth's surface. 	 The APC algorithm outputs TB data in the form t ;'
of square arrays of data cells whichare uniformly distributed within`
a the SMMR swath.
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a
referred to as Grids 1, 2, 3, and 4.	 The ten channels are output on
the four grids as shown in Table 1.
The final APC algorithm performs the following operations;
(1)	 Read SMMR TA data.
(2)	 Average TA data into grid cells.
(3)	 Correct TA cells for Faraday rotation. }
(4)	 Correct TA cells for non-nominal incidence angles.
(5)	 Correct TA cells for cross-polarization antenna pattern effects. t^
(6)	 Correct TA cells for polarization rotation effects due to scan
motion. !t
(7)	 Correct TA cells for sidelobe contributions from within the
SMMR swath, from outside the SMMR swath but on the Earth's 1s
surface, and from space. r4,
(8)	 Output SMMR TB data and associated quality flags.
2.2.2	 Interim APC Description. 	 The interim version of the APC algorithm;.
performs the following subset of the final APC operations: ii
s
t, (1)	 Read SMMR TA data. Tj
r
1.
(2)	 Average TA data into grid cells. K
(3) -	 Correct TA cells for cross-polarization antenna pattern effects.
"`. (4)	 Correct TA cells for polarization rotation effects due to scan 3
motion.
(5)	 Correct TA cells for sidelobe contributions from space.
(6)	 Output SMMR TB data.
Note that the interim APC does not include corrections for Faraday
rotation, incidence angles, or Earth sidelobe contributions, nor
does it calculate data quality flags.a
2.3
	
General Evaluation Approach.	 In attempting to compare brightness
temperatures measured by the SMMR with those calculated from surface ks
truth, we are constrained by the following items:
Ys' (1)-	 Since the final APC algorithm is not yet available, the interim






(2) The immediately available spacecraft data set is limited
primarily to that compiled for the Gulf of Alaska SEASAT
Experiment (GOASEX), covering the month of September, 1978.
Twelve SMMR passes extending from equatorial latitudes througk;.
the Gulf of Alaska have been obtained in addition to the
original fifteen passes assembled for the first GOASEX workshop.
.^ r
A'
- (3) The usable surface truth data set for the GOASEX region includes j
measurements made by six NOAA data buoys (46001-46006), the
research vessel Oceanographer, and Canadian vessels located at
Ocean Station P (PAPA). 	 For the available spacecraft data set,
these are only 38 times at which the SMMR swath crosses the
location of an operating buoy or ship. #	 n,
(4) Currently available radiosonde.data is limited to that compiled a
for the first GOASEX workshop. 	 This data set includes only
four sets of radiosonde measurements coincident with a SMMR
overflight. 4
n
(5) It is unlikely that many other points of coincidence between
spacecraft data and surface truth data can be acquired within
the time span of the present study.
In accordance with the above constraints, the following approach to
the problem has evolved. over the course of this study: {,
(1) Due to complexities encountered in manually matching spacecraft
and surface truth data, this matching process has been auto-
f fz mated with the development of computer software.
(2) Since the available surface wind speed measurements are made i
at varying heights above sea level and during periods of differ-
en't_atmospheric stability, these measurements have been converted ,'
to equi!oalent wind speeds at a standard reference height of
19.5 meters in a neutral atmosphere. 	 This conversion is accom-
plished with the use of a program originally developed by
I. Halberstam for the first GOASEX workshop.
(3) Calculated brightness temperature values are produced by the
use of a program supplied by R. Hofer. 	 The model TB's are ^,:•
' calculated using surface truth derived measurements of sea
surface temperature and wind speed, avW assuming a standard
atmosphere, a constant integrated water vapor content, and 'a4:'
r. cloud-free conditions.
(4) The currently available radiosonde data has been used to
determine an appropriate value of integrated water vapor content
for calculating model brightness temperatures.	 Unfortunately,
this GOASEX radiosonde data cannot be entered directly into
the atmospheric model, program since itis not available at all -.






,r (5)	 Software has been developed to produce computer-generated plots
of - SMMR TB values versus calculated TB values and associated
statistical information.
i (6)	 In an effort to reduce data scatter attributable to unmodeled 7
variations in atmospheric water vapor content, the observed ;A
21 V brightness temperature values have been used to sort the
SMMR TB data into several water vapor ranges-.	 Separate- plots
and statistics have been produced for each band of water vapor
values. i
(7)	 Software has been developed to produce plots of the TB cross-
track gradients versus latitude in an effort to identify any `?	 3
effects which may vary across the SMMR swath.
3.01 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
3. 1 Reference Models
3.1.1 Calculation of Model Brightness Temperatures.	 Radiative transfer and
the physics of the ocean surface and atmosphere allow T B to be
modeled as a function of various physical parameters. 	 These include
sea surface temperature, surface air temperature, surface wind speed,
and atmospheric profiles of temperature, pressure, and water content. a
The particular program employed to generate calculated TB's for this
study is one supplied by R. Hofer.
" This program is able to use radiosonde data as well as several "canned"
atmospheric profiles in determining theeffects of the atmosphere on i
microwave radiation corresponding to each SMMR channel. 	 When radio-
sonde data is used, the program requires this data to be available at
specific pressure levels and over a large vertical ` height range.
' Unfortunately, the GOASEX radiosonde data does not meet these criteria, z
and therefore, it has been necessary to employ one of the "canned"
atmospheric profiles.
	
However, the GOASEX radiosonde humidity-pro-
s
files have been useful in determining an appropriate integrated water, F
vapor value for use in the model. r.
The assumptions used in generating calculated T B values include
(1) a global average standard atmosphere, (2) a constant integrated
water vapor content (WVC), and (3) cloud-free conditions. 	 These
` assumptions allow the establishment of reference T B values against
ty
r which the actual SMMR measurements may be compared.
A WVC value of 1.0 gram/cm2 is. chosen as a reasonable lower limit to
those WVC values actually encountered in the GOASEX region.	 The
`-'- integrated radiosonde humidity data indicate that the WVC values
actually range 'between 1.0 and -2.2'g/cm2 (see Section 3.4.1.2).
. Brightness temperature values for all ten SMMR channels increase







Yincreasing, sensitivity to WVC are 6.6, 10.69, 18, 37, and 21 GHz,
and,or each frequency the horizontal polarization is more sensitive
than the vertical (see Section 3.4.1.3).
	 Therefore, it is expected
that measured TB
 values will scatter upwards from the calculated
4
reference values due to unmodeled variations in WVC, with the more ,.
sensitive SMMR channels showing more scatter than the less sensitive
channels.
k
The assumption of cloud-free conditions is made since no information
is available on the actual cloud conditions present at the time of
each measurement.	 Many of the meac^.ured TB values are undoubtedly
affected to some degree by clouds.
	
The effect of this unmodeled
liquid water is similar to that produced by increased water vapor M
in that the different SMMR channels will scatter upwards according
to their respective sensitivies. x
Since unmodeled water vapor and liquid water both increase the
measured TB values, the chosen model should produce calculated TB
values which act as a lower bound for the SMMR data. 	 Under low .
t' water vapor, cloud-free conditions, the difference between measured t	 N
and calculated TB values should be due primarily to instrument-
induced effects.	 However, these instrument effects are increasingly w
' masked as the environmental conditions deviate from those assumed in w
the model.
3.1.2 Wind Speed Adjustments.	 The surface truth wind speed measurements
needed to calculate model brightness temperatures are made b	 shipsg	 p	 Y	 P
and buoys with varying anemometer heights and during periods of
-different atmospheric stabilities.
	
In order to derive a uniform
standard of measurement, it is necessary to convert these wind
speeds to a standard height and atmospheric stability.
	
During this s
study, these corrections have been applied with the use of a program a
supplied by I. Halberstam.
This program was originally developed by Halberstam for use during
the first GOASEX workshop (pp. 3-20 to 3-23 of reference 2).	 It
employs a surface layer model which relates winds at various heights i
and stability conditions to equivalent wind speeds at 19.5 meters in
a neutrally stratified atmosphere. 	 Reference 2 gives three alternate
equations which relate the surface roughness parameter, z 0 , to the
frictional wind velocity, u*. 	 Since the Pierson equation (number 3)
was used for the first GOASEX workshop, we have decided to also use
this equationso as to be compatible with the workshop results. 	 As
noted in reference 2, the differences between the three equations k
are not significant. 	 In addition, the-wind speed corrections applied
during this study (with only one exception) were always less than
one meter/second.
3.2 Data Selection.	 The major difficulty which plagues an evaluation of
this type is that of acquiring spacecraft and surface truth data sets
which are matched in location and time.	 The desirability of-cloud-
', free conditions further compounds this problem.	 During the first part t`.
:^' 6
qf
of this three-part study (Ref. 1), a search was conducted for clear A	 A
atmospheric conditions using images produced by the Geostationary
Orbiting Environmental Satellites (GOES)i : As a result, twelve passes
of SIMR data through the Gulf of Alaska have been obtained and
utilized in this portion of the study as well as the original fif-
teen passes assembled for the first GOASEX workshop. 	 Unfortunately,
out of this combined spacecraft data set, the SMMR swath intersects
the location of an operating buoy or ship only 38 times.
4
3.2.1	 Spacecraft Data Set.	 Only twelve of the original fifteen GOASEX
passes contain data useful to a SMMR evaluation study.	 The remaining
three are either over land or contain numerous data gaps. 	 The
twelve newly acquired passes cross not only through the Gulf of
Alaska but also extend into equatorial latitudes.	 The equatorial
data generally exhibit better atmospheric conditions than that of
the GOASEX region.	 Twenty-two of the buoy and ship "hits" occur
'A for the original twelve GOASEX passes. 	 The twelve new passes have
added sixteen additional "hits" and also have provided better weather
conditions for investigating possible cross-track gradients in the
measured TB data.	 Table 2.1 contains an inventory of the SM.	TB
data available for this study.
3.2.2	 Surface Truth Data Set.	 This study makes use of surface truth data i
in the form of spot reports.	 The thirty-eight hits compiled for the
study consist of twenty-eight measurements made by six NOAA data
buoys (46001-460.06), nine measurements made by the Oceanographer, and
one made by PAPA.	 The three NOAA buoys 46007, 46008, and 46009 are
not used since they lie so close to the Alaskan coastline that
corresponding SMMR data would be corrupted by land within the field
of view.	 Although there exist five spot reports from merchant ships
which coincide with SMMR overflights, these are not used since the
anemometer heights are unknown and sea surface temperature measure-
ments were not always reported.	 Table 2.2.contains an inventory of
the 38 surface truth hits used within this study. 	 Table 2.3 gives
the reported accuracies for each type of measurement.
The radiosonde data available within the time span of the study
consists of eight sets of PAPA measurements and eight sets of
Oceanographer measurements. 	 However, only four of the Oceanographer
measurements coincide with SMMR overflights.	 This radiosonde data
WCLZ prepared specifically for the first GOASEX workshop and does not
contain measurements at all the pressure levels available from fully
reduced data.	 Therefore, it is not suitable as input to the atmos-
pheric model used for this study (Section 3.1.1).
3.3	 Software Development.	 Various pieces of software have been developed
in the course of this study.	 Several of the programs work together
as a software system in which the output of one program becomes the
input to the next.	 This section presents a brief description of the




Several basic principles._have been followed during the development
of the software
r(1)	 Existing code should be used whenever possible. 	 Specific
examples include Halberstam's wind adjustment model (Section
3.1.2), Hofer's geophysical models (Section 3.1.1), and various
plotting and statistical subroutines from JPL libraries.
Al
(2)	 The software system should consist of independent modules so 1
as to facilitate design, coding, and check-out procedures.
Since each module may be executed independently of the others,
data.can be re-processed through a chosen subset of modules
without necessarily accessing the entire system.,^
r
(3)	 All output files should be written in a text editable format.
This facilitates the partitioning and/or merging of files as
desired.
/




This facilitates the editing of files whose
contents must correspond with each other.
1i
_
A brief `descri tion of each:-- subprogram within thep software system
w
follows.
3.3.1	 Reading IGDR Files.	 The output TB data from the APC algorithm are
written onto what is called a SMMR IGDR basic sensor file. 	 The data 3
on this file is in a packed format compatible with the JPL IBM 360/75
machine and must be converted into a format compatible with the JPL f
' UNIVAC 1108 computer used for this study.	 This conversion was accord-
' plished using a set of subroutines developed by W. D. McFaddin and r
modified by J. Kitzis.
	 The reformatted data for all grids has been
-written to tape for later use.	 This procedure is more efficient than
reformatting the data each time it is re-processed. a
r 3`.3.2 	 Locating Spacecraft/Surface Truth Data Coincidences. 	 Given a set of
surface truth measurements made by buoys or ships, the task of -f
1 searching the TB grids for SMMR measurements which most closely
coincide with this surface truth data is a laborious procedure.
s4.<
In order to facilitate this process and reduce the chances of human k
error, a computer program has been developed which identifies the
 TB measurements corresponding to a series of surface truth measure-
ments.
	
For each surface truth measurement, the program accepts as h .
input the latitude and longitude of the measurement, and the time
a tag of the corresponding SMMR basic sensor record to be searched. ..Y
f*°a, Once the correct record has been found (based, on its time tag), a
i search is performed on latitude and longitude grids 1, 2, 3, and 4
` to determine which TB grid locations lie closest'-to the location
of the surface truth measurement. 	 Grid 1 locations are searched
for the 6. 6 GHz channels, grid 2 for the 10.69 GHz channels, grid 3





TThe equation used to calculate the distance between the location of




[sin 	 1 sin ¢2 + cos ^1 cos ^2 cos (X 1 -	 *111_X2)^ y^
where'
D	 distance in kilometers between the location of the surface truth
measurement and that of the TB
 measurement,
A
latitude of the TB
 measurement
X l	longitude of the TB
 measurement y
¢21. = latitude of the surface truth measurement
X
. 2 _ longitude of the surface truth measurement
111 =.arc length (km) on the surface of the Earth subtended by an
angle of one degree at the Earth's center.'
i Once the minimum distance D has been found for each grid, the program
outputs the desired brightness temperature values, the cell numbers
in which these occur, and the approximate time at which the SMMR
passed over the surface truth site.
	 In addition to printed output, '$
the program produces a file of SMMR measured T B
 values and cell
F numbers which is read by the plotting and statistics program to be
{ discussed in Section 3.3.5.
	 This software has greatly reduced the
problem of matching surface truth and T B measurements.
3.3.3 Surface Truth Data Interpolation.
	 The NOAA buoys stationed in the
Gulf of Alaska make measurements of sea surface temperature, wind
speed, and air temperature at regular time intervals, usually every
hour.	 Rarely does the time of one of these measurements coincide'
exactly with the time of a SMMR overflight.
	 A small program has
been developed to perform a linear interpolation on the buoy measure-'
merits made before and after the time of the SMMR overflight.
	 This
interpolation produces slightly more accurate surface truth values
for use in generating calculated brightness temperatures.
	 In addi-
tion to printed output, this program also produces a file of inter-
polated surface truth measurements which is read by the geophysical
model program to be discussed next in Section 3.3.4,
3.3.4 Wind Height Adjustment and Calculation of Model Brightness Temperatures.'
The primary purpose of this study is to compare SMMR measured T B
 values
with corresponding model calculated values.
	 The program which produces
calculated TB values incorporates the models supplied by I. Halberstam"
and R. Hofer which have been previously discussed in Section 3.1,
	 This
program reads the file of surface truth data produced by the interpola-
tion program described above in Section 3.3.3.
	 The surface truth wind
speed measurements are adjusted for anemometer height and atmospheric





' adjusted surface truth measurements, along with parameters defining
an atmospheric model, are then used in a second subroutine created
from Hofer's program to calculate model brightness temperatures. 	 In
«
-
addition to printed output, this program produces a file of model T B r;
values which is read by the plotting and statistics program to be
discussed next in Section 3.3.5.`
3.3.5 TB Measured vs. TB Calculated Plots. and Statistics. 	 The primary
' so tware analysis tool developedfor this s[u3y produces plots of
t measured brightness temperatures versus corresponding calculated
brightness temperatures-for all ten SMMR channels, as well as asso-
ciated statistics.	 Printed statistics and 15 plots are -produced each
time the program is executed. 	 Examples of all these outputs may be <
found in Table 7 and Figures 7.1 through 7.15.
In the first plot produced, as shown in Figure 7.1, each vertical TB ddd^
measured-TB calculated pair is plotted as a single Arabic numeral
(1, 2, 3, 4, or 5).	 Each numeral indicates the frequency of the










` This plot also contains two curves.	 The curve marked with the letter
'. represents the first-order polynomial which fits all the V data
points best in a least squares sense.	 The unmarked curve is simply
the line of unit slope through the origin along which all the points
would lie if there were perfect agreement between the measured and
calculated TB values.
Tha second plot produced (Figure 7.2) contains information similar
to that of the first plot, but for horizontal rather than vertical.
data.	 Note that the curve fitted to the H data points is marked with
the 'letter "H". f:
x, The third plot (Figure 7.3) repeats the curve fitted to the V data, ;I
the curve fitted to the H data, and the line of unit slope through `.
the origin.	 In addition, it displays a curve representing the
t first-order polynomial which fits all thedata points best in a
least squares sense.	 This curve is marked with the letter "A". t
F« } Note that the individual data points are not displayed in this plot. jr	 is





each channel of V data and H data respectively. 	 The curve for each












as before; the curves for all V data and all H data are respectively a
labeled with "V" or "H".	 The unmarked curve is the line of unit .^
slope through the origin.
x. The remaining ten plots (Figures 7.6 through 7.15) display the TB
measured-TB calculated pairs for each of the ten SMMR channels.
'. Each pair is plotted as a single alphanumeric character indicating
the grid cell from which the measured TB value is drawn. 	 The cor-
respondence between plotted characters and cell numbers is shown
below.








Each of these ten plots also contains two curves. 	 The curve marked
with plus ("+") signs represents the curve fit for all data of the
given channel, and the unmarked curve is once again the line of unit ?:
slope through the origin.
• These last twelve	 lots were generated in hopes ofp	 	 	 gaining more  "r
:. insight into the behavior of the SMMR_data on a channel-by-channel
basis.	 Unfortunately, there were too few surface truth hits available p
to make these plots particularly meaningful. 	 Although they are
included here for completeness, they will not be discussed further
in this report.
The printed statistical output (Table 7) is divided into two sections.
The upper section contains the two polynomial coefficients and the -
s? root-mean-square (RMS) statistic for the least squares fitted curves
for (1) .each of the ten channels taken individually, (2) all V channels
taken together, (3) all H channels taken together, and (4) all ten
a' 'channels taken together.	 The RMS statistic is calculated according
r E to:
N k k












a	 _ 11 {
' where d
.'
TB. = ith measured TB value Fy
Calculated TB	= ith calculated TB value
a. p (Calculated TB 	fitted polynomial evaluated for the ith calcu-
`	
i	 lated TB value
N = total number of data points
ar
e lower section of the printout contains a bias and an RMS statistic
lound a biased line of unit slope for the thirteen data groups repre-
sented b
	
1-	 each of the ten individual channels
	 2	 a	 ry ( )	 O	 11 the ve tically fi
i polarized data, (3) all the horizontally polarized data, and (4) all -;
the data taken as a whole. 	 This bias is calculated according to:
u
N








. where TBi , Calculated TBi , and N are as defined above.
i.^
The corresponding RMS statistic is calculated according to:
--
N	
2TB	 - Bias - Calculated TB }
4 i=1	 i	 i/
RMS
N
G where TB-, Calculated TB., and N are as defined above, and the bias
is as defined above for the appropriate data group.
F .	 3.3..6 Cross-Track Gradients vs. Latitude. 	 A secondary software analysis
tool developed as a supplement to the primary study produces a plot
' (see Figures 15.1 through 15.5) of the TB
 gradient across the SMMR
swath versus latitude for each SMMR channel, and also associated
statistics (Tables 15.1 through 15 . 5).	 A first-orderg	 polynomial is t '
.. fitted in a least squares sense to each row of T B values in the grid
appropriate for each frequency.
	
(Grid 1 is used for 6.6 GHz, grid 2
- for.10 . 69 GHz, grid 3 for 18 and 21 GHz, and grid 4 for 37 GHz.) 4;
The slope of the fitted line for each row (expressed as degrees per
R cell) is plotted against the average latitude for the row. 	 The
character "V" is plotted for V data, and the character "H" for H
data. ,w
The printed statistical output includes the average latitude, the two
polynomial coefficients, and the RMS statistic for each row of TB
 data j








TB	= ith measured TB
 value in a grid row
N = number of cells in the grid row
p(i) = fitted polynomial evaluated for cell number i
Note that the calculated slopes for each SMMR channel must be scaled
-'
to take into account the fact that the different TB
 grids contain
different numbers of cells per row.
	 For instance, a cross-track
gradient of one degree per cell would represent a total variation
across the swath of 4 degrees for the 6.6 GHz channels, 7 degrees
for the 10.69 GHz channels, 11 degrees for the 18 and 21 GHz channels,
And 22 degrees for the 37 GHz channels. 7
3.3.7 Calculation of Integrated Water Vapor Content from Radiosonde,.,
Humidity Data.	 A small program has been developed in the course
of this study to produce an integrated water vapor content from ??
radiosonde relative humidity measurements.
	 The total water vapor






k IWC =	 (zi - zi_1) L	 2i=2
where
MMM
IWC	 integrated water vapor content
z,i = height at which the i th measurement was made
r
ti
 = air temperature at the_ith height level
r	 t
S(t) =maximum amount of water that can be held by air at
temperature t. a a
hi	 relative humidity at the i th height level expressed
as a percentage of S(ti).
` The subroutine needed to calculate the function S,for each temperature
.' ti was supplied by R. Hofer.
	 We felt that a more sophisticated inter
- gration technique Was not warranted by the quality of the available ;f
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3.4 Discussion of Results.	 Most of the results of this study are drawn
from computer-generated plots and statistics produced by the software
described in the previous sections.	 A summary of the computer runs
made for the study may be found in Table 3. 	 Runs 1 through 8 are
executions of the measured versus calculated TB software package.
These are designated as Type A runs in Table 3, and were made for
the purpose of identifying possible instrument-induced biases in the
SMMR data.	 Runs 9 through 12 are executions of the TB cross-track
gradient program, and are designated as Type B runs in Table 3.
These runs were made for the purpose of gaining further insight into
the cross-track gradients discovered for the 6.6 GHz channels during
the first part of this study (Reference 1). 	 The output from each run
consists of one or more tables of statistics and several plots, each
!
?
of which is labeled with the appropriate run number. 	 The table and
figure numbers corresponding to the output from each run are indi-
cated in Table 3. i
4 The following sections contain discussions of the results of all R
these runs as well as discussions of !radiosonde-derived integrated
water vapor content and the expected variation in brightness tempera-
tures due to atmospheric water.
3.4.1 Instrument Bias Estimation p
3.4.1.1 Approach.	 The numbers contained in the final column of Table 4.3
'represent our best estimates of the instrument-induced biases in the
_ TB data for each SMMR channel. 	 The general approach used in obtaining
these estimates is outlined below: j
' (1)	 Partition the 38 available "hits" into several groups or bands t
based on the 21 V TB value observed for each "hit."
(2)	 Execute the measured versus calculated TB software for each
` band separately.	 This produces observed TB biases corres-
ponding to each band.'
(3)	 Estimate a mean value of integrated WVC for each band of "hits."
(4) 	 Calculate predicted environmental biases for each band based on
the above WVC values.
(5)	 Calculate an instrument bias for each channel by subtracting
the predicted environmental biases from the corresponding r
observed biases.
The subsequent paragraphs explain the rationale behind this approach













3.4.1.2 Radiosonde-Derived Integrated Water Vapor Contents. 	 The attempt to
accurately estimate instrument-induced biases in the SMMR data is
severely constrained by the lack of an accurate estimate of total
atmospheric water content present at the time of each SMMR measure-
I, ment.	 Total atmospheric water content is a combination of water
vapor, and liquid water in the form of rain and/or clouds.
Currently available radiosonde data provides an estimate of atmos-
pheric water content for only 4 of the 38 data points assembled.
No measurements are available for the remaining 34 points. 	 This
i deficiency is critical since the radiosondedata does show that
water content is a parameter which varies significantly from point
to point, and therefore must be accurately modeled.
1!he program described in Section 3.3.7 has been used to calculate
WVC values for each of the 20 available radiosonde measurement sets.
These 20 WVC values are displayed in Table 5.	 These 20 values are 
representative of the weather conditions encountered during the x
r GOASEX period, although only four of them (as shown in Table 5) F
actually coincide with SMMR overflights.	 Note that the WVC values
range from .93 to 2.2 g/cm2.
This degree of variation, if unmodeled, would result in a corres-
po nding variation in calculated T B 's ranging from .5 0K for the least
sensitive channel (6.6 V) to 28 0K for the most sensitive (21 H), ^>
' ! Since radiosonde measurements are not available to model the varia-
tion in WVC for all 38 "hits," the total data set has been partitioned
" into five bands.	 Each band encompasses a smaller range of WVC than'
.' the total data set, thus reducing the data scatter due to water con-
tent variability.
3.4.1.3 Model TB Variation with Integrated Water Vapor Content. 	 Table 6
contains model-calculated T B s for all	 SMMR channels corresponding
to WVC values ranging from .5 to 2.4 g/cm2	
l
.	 These TB s are calcu-
lated assuming a constant sea surface temperature,of 15 9C, wind
speeds below 7 meters/sec, and cloud-free conditions. 	 Several obser-
vations are made regarding Table 6: j
} (1)	 For each frequency, the H channel is more sensitive to WVCax
variations than the V channel.
(2)	 The frequencies in order of increasing sensitivity are 6.6,
10.69,
	
18,	 37, and 21 GHz. k,'
d? (3)	 For any given channel, the increase in T B corresponding to a
a
fj
.1 g/cm2 increase in WVC is almost constant, indicating a
nearly linear relationship over the range of WVC included in
Table 6.
(4)	 For;the more sensitive channels, the increase in TB corres-







. Thus, it is possiblo to use a mean 21 V value to estimate a WVC
value for each band.F ,R
3.4.1.4 - Calculation of Instrument Biases. 	 Our initial attempts to compare
measured and calculated brightness temperatures (runs 6 and 7) do`
I not adequately account for the variation in atmospheric water content..
i The model-calculated TB values corresponding to all 38 "hits" are
produced using a single constant value for integrated WVC.
	 Because,
of the resulting data scatter (Figures 12 . 1,	 12.2, 13.1,and 13.2),
we have decided to use the 21 V measured TB values as an indicator l
of the atmospheric water present at the time of each measurement.
This decision is based on two observations: 	 ( 1) the two 21 GHz
channels are the most sensitive to variations in atmospheric water,
and (2) the lowest observed 21 V values consistently fall closer
to the model-predicted values (using WVC = 1.0 g/cmZ) than do the t
I lowest 21 H values.	 Thus, the 21 V channel appears to be the more
reliable indicator of atmospheric water content.
I
Using the 21 V TB values - as a filter, the 38 "hits" are partitioned
j into five bands as follows:





s	 ..` 4	 195-200
5	 >200
Th% measured versus calculated TB software has been executed for each
band separately (runs 1 -5).	 The data scatter observed in each of
these runs is significantly less than that-observed in the initial
runs (runs 6 and 7) which combine all 38 hits together. 	 Table 4.1
contains the observed biases for each of these 7 runs. 	 The individual
plots and statistics for these runs may be found in Tables and
Figures 7 through 13.
The next step in calculating instrument biases involves the estima-
tion of a mean water vapor content for each band.	 As described in N
Section 3.4.1.3, Table 6 defines a unique, nearly linear relationship
between the brightness temperature for each channel and atmospheric
water vapor content.	 The estimation of a mean WVC value for each
band has been accomplished by choosing the WVC value in Table 6
whose corresponding 21 V value is closest to the mean 21 V value'-
for the band.	 We have taken this mean 21 V value to be the midpoint







This method yields WVC values to a resolution of .1 g/cm2 . We do
not feel that the quality of the current data set justifies the
interpolation of WVC values to achieve better numerical resolution.
.The estimated values for WVC corresponding to _bands 1-through-4 are
listed below. Band 5 has not been included in this analysis because-
the 21 V range for this band is much wider than that for the other
four.





Note that the above WVC values for bands 2, 3, and 4 exceed the
	 A
1.0 'g/cm2 assumed in generating calculated TB 's for these runs.
It is therefore expected that the observed biases for these 3 bands
will include an environmental bias which is proportional to the 	 f
difference between the model-assumed WVC and the actual water vapor
content.	 An estimate of the environmental biases for each band may
be obtained from Table b by subtracting the calculated TB values
corresponding to the assumed 1.0 g/cm2 from those corresponding to	 N,
the mean WVC for the band. 	 The resulting predicted environmental
biases for bands 1-4 are displayed in Table 4.2.
{	 An instrument bias corresponding to each channel, for each band,
can now be calculated by subtracting the predicted environmental
bias from the observed bias.	 These results are shown in Table 4.3.
The final column of this table contains-a weighted average of the
instrument biases calculated for each band.
	 Note that the instru-
ment biases for band 1 are identical to the observed biases since	 k
the predicted environmental biases are zero.
	 ^.	 t
Several observations are made re garding the calculated instrument
biases. of Table 4.3:
(1);	 For each channel, the instrument biases agree fairly well from
band to band, although there is some scatter due to the scarcity ` ^'>	 s
of data points (e.g., band 3 contains only '4 points).
	
Consider-
ing this data scarcity and the lack of atmospheric water data,
this agreement is fairly remarkable.
(2)	 Although the entries in Table 4.3 represent our best estimates
of instrument biases, these numbers probably still contain some 	 ti
residual environmental contributions.
	 This is due to the
inadequacies inherent in using the observed 21 V values as the










(3)	 Since the 21 V channel has been used as an atmospheric water
- indicator, all of the instrument biases in Table 4.3 are
somewhat relative to the 21 V biases. 	 If the true 21 V
instrument bias is found to be significantly different from )
zero, our estimated biases for all other channels will have to
be adjusted according to their respective sensitivities to
atmospheric water.	 However, even if our estimates are found
to be inaccurate in an absolute sense, they still indicate a
significant variation of instrument bias from channel to
ch e .:
(4)	 For each frequency, the estimated instrument bias for the H
channel is always positive and is always greater in value than
that for the V channel. 	 The V biases are either close to zero
or significantly negative.
(5)	 The magnitudes of the differences between the H and V biases
for each frequency increase in the order of increasing sensi-
tivity to atmospheric water (i.e., 6.6,	 10.69,
	
18, 37, 21 GHz). R.
This probably indicates the presence of some environmental
s phenomenon 	 possib ly
polarization rotationcorrection , thoughathistpossibletrelation- 
ship is not currently understood. .;
3.4.2 Discussion of Runs 1 Through 8. 	 Runs 1 through 5 are executions of
the measured versus calculated TB software corresponding to the five
21 1 V TB ' bands discussed previously. 	 Runs 6 and 7 are executions of
the same program for the entire data set of 38 "hits." 	 The calculated
TB 's for runs 1 through 6 were produced assuming a constant WVC of
1.0 g/cm2 , while those for run 7 were produced assuming 2.4 g/cm2.
Run 8 is an additional execution of the same software for the four ,.
available radiosonde points which coincide with SMMR overflights.
The model-calculated TB 's for this run were produced using the 4
values of WVC obtained by integrating the radiosonde data.
} Plots and statistics corresponding to these runs are displayed in u
tables and figures 7 through 14. 	 The following observations are
made regarding the individual runs:
(1)	 For
I
the 18, 21, and 37 GHz channels, the observed biases
generally increase in value from band 1 to band 5. 	 This is
attributable to the fact that (a) the model -assumed integrated
WVCis fixed at 1.0 g/ cm2 for the runs involving the 5 bands, 11Y
and (b) the true atmospheric water content'increases from
t




(2)	 For the 18, 21, and 37 GHz channels, the observed increase in
thebiases is largest between bands 4 and 5.
	
This is due to
'
the fact that the ranges of 21 V values forthe first 4 bands
n.
n
each span 5 0K, while that of band 5 spans almost 20 0K.	 There-
fore, band 5 contains a much larger range of atmospheric water ;;	 -
^`' contents than do the other bands.
i 18
(3)	 Again for the 18, 21, and 37 GHz channels, the RMS values
about the biased line of unit slope are about the same for =
kwl bands 1 through 4, and are slightly larger for band 5. 	 Thisis also attributable to the larger range of water contents
contained in band 5.'
(4)	 The above three observations apply to a lesser degree for the
6.6 and 10.69 GHz channels.	 This is due to their lesser sensi-
tivity to variations in atmospheric water content.
5 s
(5)	 For all five bands, the RMS values about the biased line of q.
unit -slope do not greatly exceed the RMS values about the best
' fitted curves for each channel. 	 However, the actual curve fits
for the individual channels rarely approach unit slope due to
the scarcity of data points.
(6)	 The observed biases for run 6 (data from all bands, WVC
1,0 g/cm2) generally fall between those for bands 3 and 4. g
The run 6 RMS values are generally higher than those for 	 -~
the individual bands. 	 This is especially true for the more
water-sensitive 18, 21, and 37 GHz channels.'=
t (7)	 As expected, the observed biases for run 7 (data from all bands,
WVC = 2.4 g/cm2) are generally much lower than those for all .'
other runs.	 The RMS values for this run are close to those for
run 6. t..
(8)	 The observed biases for run 8 (four radiosonde points) are
generally higher than those for band 1, but somewhat lower than
those for run 6.	 This seems to imply that the radiosonde-
' derived WVC values do not adequately account for all of the
atmospheric water.
	
This is also supported by the observation
that the run 8 RMS values about the fitted curves for the
` 18, 21, and 37 GHz channels are larger than those for runs 1
' through 4, but smaller than those for run 6.
3.4-.3 Discussion of Runs 9 Through 12 - Cross-Track Gradients. 	 Runs 9 ^.
through 12 are executions of the TB cross-track gradient versus 4
latitude program for portions of 4 different SEASAT orbits. 	 The
plots and statistics corresponding to these runs may be found in
tables and figures 15 tbrough 18. 	 Note that statistics for all 10
channels are included only for the runs corresponding to orbit
numbers 1255 and 1206 (runs 9 and 10). 	 Statistics presented for the
other 2 runs have been restricted to the 6.6 GHz channels to avoid-
voluminous repetition of similar results. 	 The following observations
Y are made regarding these runs:
.t
(1)	 If observed cross-track gradients are due solely to variations
in environmental factors across.-the scan, the gradients for
each frequency should exhibit the following characteristics:






zero, (b) if the V gradient is positive, the H gradient should
^t	 be more positive, and (c) if the V gradient is negative, the
H gradient should be more negative. This behavior is expected
since the H channel for each frequency is--more sensitive to
variations in wind speed and atmospheric water content than
the corresponding V channel.
(2) All of the plots show variations in the cross-track gradients
which are undoubtedly due to real environmental effects. For
example, the plots which span the region between lo o and -150
north latitude (runs 9, 11, and 12) show effects which are
attributable to the Intertropical Convergence Zone.
(3) For the 6.6 GHz channels, the V gradients are often positive-
or zero, while the corresponding H gradients are negative.
Examples of these opposing cross-track gradients are strongly
I
t evident in runs 10 and 11.
• P.
(4) For the 10.69 GHz channels, the H gradients are generally
higher in value than the corresponding V gradients.
	 Run 9`
a contains cases in which the V gradient is more negative than }
the corresponding H gradient.
(5) For the 18 GHz channels, the V gradients are generally higher E
in value than the H gradients. 	 Runs 9, 10, and 12 all contain 3
cases in which the V gradients are positive while the corres-
ponding H gradients are negative. 	 In this sense, the 18 GHz
a` channels mimic the behavior of the 6.6 GHz channels.
e
(6) The behavior of the 21 GHz channels is similar to that of the
6:6 and 18 GHz channels in that the V gradients are generally
higher in value than the H gradients.	 Runs 9 and 11 contain
examples of V gradients which are close to zero while the 3
corresponding H gradients are negative. 	 In addition, runs 9, s-
10 1, and 11 contain examples in which the V gradients are more
strongly positive than corresponding positive H gradients.
(7) The behavior of the 37 GHz channels is similar to that of the
10.69 GHz channels in that the H gradients are somewhat higher 	 j
^a
invalue than the corresponding V gradients.	 Runs 9, 11, and
U contain cases in which the V gradients are close to zero z
while the H gradients are positive.	 Note, however, that most
g of the time, the 37 GHz gradients exhibit the expected behavior
outlined in (1) above.
(8) Mean values of the cross-track gradients for all channels have
been calculated for two short time periods during which clear'
weather conditions prevailed.
	 These gradient values are
displayed in Table 19.1 in units of degrees Kelvin per cell'
Y
and also as total variations across the SMMR swath. 	 Note that
the difference between V and H gradients for the 6.6, 18, and
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(9)	 In an effort to determine if Faraday rotation effects are
" present in the data, mean values of the 6.6 GHz cross-track
gradients have been calculated for segments of two ascending
orbits (runs 9 and 12), and two descending orbits (runs 10
and 11).	 The descending orbits correspond to local night 'f	 j
passes and the ascending orbits to local day passes. 	 The
results are displayed in Table 19.2.	 Note that the difference
between the V and H gradients is smaller for the day passes.
Since Faraday rotation is minimal during the night, the cross-
track gradients observed during the night passes should contain
little contribution from uncorrected Faraday rotation effects.
If the smaller gradient differences observed for the day passes
are indeed related to Faraday effects, this implies that
Faraday rotation is acting to compensate for some of the
instrument-induced cross-track gradients.	 As expected, this
effect is observed only for the 6.6 GHz channels, i.e. the
cross-track gradients for the higher frequency channels are
independent of day/night conditions.	 --
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
Several major conclusions may be drawn from the results discussed
in the previous Section 3.4:
(1)	 There appears to exist a different instrument bias for each
of!the ten channels of SMMR brightness temperatures output
by the interim APC algorithm. 	 Our best estimates of these -,
instrument biases appear as the final column of Table 4.3.
For all frequencies, the estimated instrument biases for the
H channels are always significantly positive while the V
i
biases are either close to zero or significantly negative.
x (2)	 If the observed biases are removed from the measured T B data,
the resulting values agree fairly well with model-predicted
values.	 This is best illustrated by the RMS dispersions shown
a
in Table 7 for band 1. 	 The dispersions for the individual
4 V channels generally lie between 1 0 and 20K.	 Thos-. for the
H channels range between 2 0 and 40 K.
(3)	 For the ,6.6, 18, and 21 GHz channels, there appear to exist -
opposing cross-track gradients in the V and H brightness m
temperature data output by the interim APC algorithm.	 These '
gradients are opposing in the sense that the vertical T B values
\';
tend to increase across the SMMR swath from left to right,
whereas the horizontal TB values tend to decrease. 	 An estimate
i of the total variation across the swath for each channel is
given in Table 19.1.	 The 10.69 and 37 GHz channels do not exhibit
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(4) Faraday rotation effects appear to be present in the 6.6 GHz R
brightness temperatures output by the interim APC algorithm.
These effects become evident when cross-track gradients observed
during night passes are compared with those observed during day
passes. The magnitudes of the 6.6 GHz gradientsare smaller	 ^.t





	 As a result of this study, we feel that the following recommendations
are appropriate: j
(1) Upon completion of the final APC algorithm, several runs made
for this study should be repeated using final APC brightness
temperature data. This will allow a ,determination of whether
instrument biases, cross-track gradients, and Faraday rotation	 t
effects are still apparent,
t	 (2) If the TB cross-track gradients are still evident in the final
APC output, it is - recommended that a detailed analysis of the 	 iTA input data be performed to determine the cause of the 	 z
gradients.
i:. A.
(3) In order to further refine estimates of the observed instru-
ment biases, it is recommended that this analysis be extended 	 'e
{	 to include better quality radiosonde data than that currently 	 "t
,._	 available. This would eliminate the uncertainties inherent





No new technology has been developed in the course of this study.
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Table 1. SMMR APC Brightness Temperature Grids
`	 Grid Grid Size -Cell Dimension 	 SMMR Channels Output
Number (cells) on Grid
i
1 4 x 4 149 x 149" 6.6 V 6.6 H
10.69 V 10.69 H
:. 18 V	 = ` 18 H
1 21 V 21 H
37 V 37 H, -_
2 7 x 7 85 x _85 10.69 V 10.69 H r`
18 V 18 H
21 v 21 H
37 V 37 H
3 11 x 11 54 x 54 18 V 18 H }
fM
21 V 21 H
37 V 37 H

















	 Spacecraft TB Data Inventory
Orbit Start Stop Start Stop GOASEX Surface Truth j
Number Time Time Latitude Latitude Item No. Hit ID
1120 256,7,50,12 256,8,14,13 77 I	 41 — 1,2,41 j
1126 256,17,25,10 256,17,49,14 -15 66i — 3,4,42 {
- 1134 257,7,26,12 257,7,41,12 67; 1611 1 11	 ! 5,6 t
1135 257,9,4,10 257,9,19,10 74 261 12 —
1,163 259,8,6,10 259,8,21,10 73 24 6 7,8,43'
1164 259,9,46,11 259,10,1,11 74 261 7 ,.
1168 259,15,50,12 259,16,14,17 -38 44` — - k
1377 260,7,39,10 260,7,52,40 67, 21 9 9,10 k
1178 260,9,16,10 260,9,32,41 75 23' 10 — -
1191 261,7,10,10 261,7,27,42 66
j
1	 6 (	 —
1198 261,18,20,10 261,18,44,13 -8' !	 67 j	 — 11,44,61 5
1205 262,6,40,13 . 262 > 7 > 4 > 15 67 -14r
j
1206 262,8,19,13 262,8,34,13 72 231 14 12,13,14,45
1207 262,9,58,12 262,10,14,41 76 24'' 15 —
'r 1212 262,17,59,10 262,18,15,42 14 69 13 15,16,17,46 i
1235 264,9,0,13 264,9,23,42 74 -2I —
i 18
? 1248 265,6,50,11 265,7,14,12 74 -4' — —
1255 265.;18,0;11 265,18,24,14 -26 56 19,20,21,47
F
}' 1291 268,7,5,12 268,7,27,43 69 -7 — —
. 1292 268,8,44,11 268,8,59,11 73 24 4 22,23,24,48
1293 268,10,24,12 268,10,39,11 75 27' 5 25
1298 268,18,25,10 268,18,41,9 15 69` 3 26,27,28,49
1313 269,19,25,11 269,19,49,14 -23 59 — —
1327 270,18,55,10 270,19,18,43 -26 55
Times are in Days, Hours, Minutes, Seconds from
beginning of year 1978.
;;pLatitudes are in degrees, positive for north





Table 2.2. Surface Truth Hit Inventory
..
AF	 1k
Surface Truth Orbit Time of Radiosonde
Hit ID Site ID	 Latitude	 Longitude No.. Overflight Available
1 46005 46.0 229.0 1120 256,8,1,26
I`-
'
2 46006 41.0 222.0 1120 256,8,3,18
3 146002 42.5 230.0 1126 256,17,41,43
4 46005 46.0 229.0 1126 256,17,42,49
5 9.
0 1134 257,7,32,33 -
46002 42.5 23!_ 0 0 1134 257,7,33,42
7 46005 46. 0 1.229 0 1163 259,8,14,2
8 46006 41. 0 X222.0 163 259,8,15,54 AS9 46005 46.0 229.0 1177 260,7,45,32 -
10 46002 42 .5 ,230.-0 1177 260,7,46,16 -
11 46006 41.0 222.0 1198 261,18,36, '19 -
12 46004 51.0 224.0 1206 262,8,25,56E
t 13 46005 46.0 1229.0 1206 262,8,27,4 -
14 46006 41.0 1222.0 1206 262,8,28,35 - -`
15 46002 42.5 1230.0 1212 262,18,7,25 -
16 146005. 46.0 229.0 1212 262,18,8,11
17 46004 51.0 22.4.0 1212 262,18,10,3
18 46004 51.0 1224.0 1235 264,9,7,19 ^-
19 46002 42.5 1236.0 1255 265,18,20,6 ^-
20 46005 46.0 229.0 1255 265,18,21,14 !-
21 46004 51.0 i224.0 1255 265,18,22,44
22 46004 51.0 224.0 1292 268,8,51,41
23 46005 46.0 229.0 1292 268,8,52,25.,,.
24 46006 41.0 222.0 1292 268,8,54,17
25 46001 56.0' 212.0 1293 268,10,30,11 -
r 26 46002 42.5 230.0 1298 268,18,32,51 - ?
r 27 46005 46.0 229.0 1298 268,18,33,59 -
28 46004 51.0 224.0 1298 268,18,35,29
41 Oc. 148.7 223.5 1120 256,8,1,4 - a
42 Oc.` 148.7 226.7 1126 256,17,43,35
43 Oc. 148.5 224.0 1163 259,8,14,2 Yes
44 Oc. '48.7 218.3 1198 261,18,38,35 -
45 Oc. 48.7 223.6 1206 262,8,26,42
46 Oc. 48.7 226.7 1212 262,18,9,17 Yes yl
47 Oc. 48.7 226.7 1255 265,18,21,58 -
48 Oc. 48.7 226.6 1292 268,8,52,3 Yes
49 Oc. 48.6 230.2 1298 268,18,34,21 Yes
61 PAPA 50.1 215.1 1198 261,18,38,57
F
s
r Site ID's are either the NOAA data buoy ID (e.g., 46001), "Oc." for the
Oceanographer, or "PAPA" for Ocean Station P.
Latitudes are in degrees north of the equator.
Longitudes are in degrees east of the prime meridian.
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0. j2 0.4 0I6
461005 0.2
^
0.'2 0.4 0.6 Y
46,006 0.2 !	 0.2 0.4 0.6
Oc. 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.2 {g
'F
PAPA 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.2

















Table 3._ Run Summary
:.	
-- -	 -	 Start - - -	 Stop - Surface Truth	 —Figure and
r
Run.No.	 Run Type	 Orbit No.	 Latitude 	 Latitude Hit ID's	 Table Numbers Comments
1 A — — —	 1 17 18 20 21 25 7 Band 1
F 41,43 Model WVC =1.0
2 A — — —	 3,4,7,9,10,22,42, 8 Band 2,
47,49 Model WVC = 1.0
3 A — — —	 11,23,26,27 9 Band 3,
Model WVC = 1.0
4 A — - —	 2,8,14,15,28,48 10 Band 4,
Model WVC = 1.0
5 A — — —	 5,6,12,13,16,19,24, 11 Band 5,
44,45,46-9 61 Model WVC = 1.0
i. 6 A — — —	 1-28,41-49,61 12 All points,i Model WVC = 1.0
7 A — — —	 1-28,41-49,61 13 All points,
Model WVC = 2.4
8 A — — —	 43,46,48,49 14 Radiosonde-
derived model
WVC values
9 B 1255 -25 15	 — 15 Ascending Orbit
10 B 1206 49 23	 - 16 Descending
Orbit
`. 11 B 1205 25 -14	 — 17 Descending
Orbit
• 12 B 1198 -15 20	 — 18 Ascending Orbit
` Run Type Definitions:` A - Measured vs. Calculated TB
 Plots and Statistics------
B — Cross-Track Gradients vs. Latitude




Table 4.-1 ----- -0bser-ved--Biases for -Runs--1--through 7
Run 1 Run .2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Run 6 Run 7
Band 1 Band'2 Band 3 -	 Band 4 Band 5 All points All points
Model WVC = Model WVC Model WVC =	 Model WVC = Model WVC = Model WVC = Model WVC =
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.4
G.-6--V------0.05 0.85 1.26 -0.62 1.53 0.67 0.12
6.6 _ H 3.06 _ 2.36 5.89 2.51 4.35 3.48 2.66
10.69 V 0.45 0.87 1.00 2.06 3.76 1.82 0.30
10.69 H 6.92 6.21 6.15 7.63 11.82 8.20 5.87
18 V
_	
-5.59 -3.24 -2.07 0.76 7.21- 0.05 -7.65
18 H 4.91 6.22 10.36 12.38 23.25 12.28 0.04
N
__
21 V !	 -0.68 4.62 10.79 15.15 25.40' 11.83 -5.87
21- H 13.73 18.97 30.39 36.33' 53.27 31.74 2.91
37 V -4.58 -3.91 2.48 1.29 12.47 2.18.. -5.76
37 H 6.85' 8.98 15.27 16.21 36.34 18.26 4.24




Table 4..2. Predicted Environmental Biases for Bands 1 through 4'
y.
j( Band 1 Band _ 2 Band _3 Band 4
;w
6.6 V 0 0.15 0.31 0.47-
9.6 H 0 0.24 0.48 0.72
10.69 V 0 0.44 0.88 11.32







18 H 0 3.61 7.17 10.71 r
21 V	 1 0 5.54 10.73 15.58
21	 _:_ H 0 9.05 17.53 15'.481
37 V 0 2.35 4.65 6.91




















Fq1Table 4.3.	 Estimated Instrument Biases
L) Band 1	 Band 2	 Band 3	 Band 4	 Weighted
8 Points	 9 Points	 4 Points	 6 Points	 -Average	 s.;
I	 I
6.6	 V	 -0.05	 0.70	 0.95	 -1.09	 0.12I
6.6	 H	 3.06	 2.12	 5.41	 1^ ^.79	 2.81
10.69 V	 0.45	
-	










18	 V	 ^I	 5 59	 5 50	 ' -6.56	 1 











H	 13.73	 9.92	 12.86	 10.85	 11'.6921	 ^
37	 V	 -4.58	 -6.26	 -2.17	 -5.62	 -5.01
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Site ID WVC Value (g Hit ID
xi
.PAPA 1135 , 257,9,11	 1. 36 -
PAPA 1164 25,9,9,53	 0.93
PAPA 1169 25'9,,17 , 56	 1.13
.PAPA .1178 260, 9 ,23	 1.25 —
`
,i PAPA 12 0 7 2fi2,10,`r	 1,.27 --
PAPA 1212 ; 262,18,9	 1.75 -
PAPA 12-93 268,10, 30	 1.28 —
PAPA 1298 268,18,34	 1.07 — c	 1„4
-
Oc.	 i 1135 257,9,4	 1. 40
Oc. 1140 257,17,56	 1.31
Oc. 1163 259,8,19	 1.09 43
^ a
e
-0c.	 i 1169 259,17,56	 1.20
.. p	 ..!
Oc. 1I1831 26 O,T7,27	 1.57
Oc. 1212 262,18,25	 2.20 46
¢	
r
Oc. 1292 268,9,14	 1.98 48,
Oc. 1298 268,18,45	 1.84 49
Site _ ID's are either	 Oc.' for the Oceanographer or "PAPA" for Ocean
``	 F Station P.
E





FTable 6. Variation of Brightness Temperature__ with WVC




	 6.6 H - 10.69 V 10.69 H











0.!6	 150.10	 82.61 154..67
	 86.20	 166.27








	 166.85	 98.36	 177.86	 113.28
	 194.66	 127.28
	
0.8	 150.18	 82.73	 154.88	 86;.53 » 167.42








	 180.83	 118.12	 195.85
	 129.41
	
1.0	 150.26	 82.84 155.10
	 86.87
















	 83.02	 155.43	 87.37
	 170.28	 103.83	 186.46	 127.32	 198.21 133.61
N	 1.4
	 150.41	 83.08	 155.54
	 87.54




	 155.65	 87.70	 171,39
	 1.05.61	 189.13	 131.68	 199.37	 135.68
	1.6	 150.49














	 173.06	 108.28	 192.98	 137.98	 201.09
	 138.75
	
1.9	 150.61	 83.38	 156.09
	 88.38
	 173.63	 109.19

















	 150.73	 83.56	 156.42	 88.89




2.3	 150.77	 83.62	 156.53






	 89.23	 176.36	 113..55	 200.16	 149.75	 204.46	 144.77
Model Brightness Temperatures are calculated with the assumptions of sea surface temperature equal
to 150C, wind speeds less than 7 meters/second, cloud-free conditions, a standard atmosphere, and














Run 1	 Statistical Summary




CHANNEL TERM TERM RMS
606;	 V 43r00. o7.1 1.988
6.6
	
H 23.65 •76 29507
10x69 V 66•73 #58 0875 p
10.69 H 11051 095 2,160 `.
18.0
	
V 87. 4 4 .4$ 1.477_
18.0
	
H 29.37 076 1.589
21.0	 V 182.62 •00 1.511
E 21.0	 H 136,71 •00 2.456
37.0	 V 192,98 •0`0 1,131 
A'37.0	 H 231.65 .87 3.796 ^
ALL	 V 121;79 ,91 2.654
#^
A LL	 H •3.94 1.10 49107
ALL V#H 16993 .90 4.620` tr











10.69 V .45 19134 i
10.69 H 6:.92 2.165
18.0	 V 05.59 1.660 :?18.0	 H 41,9'1 1 •721
21.0	 V ;68 29173;'
21.0	 H 13.73 39112`:
37.0	 V X4.58 1•S57
3790	 H 6.85 3.816
ALL	 V • 2.09 39646
ALL	 M 710 4.556
t




























































SMMR T3 VS CRLCULRTED TB FOR 6 .6 V
°a
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CURVE FITS FOR-SMMR TB VS; CALCULATED TS
_
CONS TA N T LINEAR
CHANNEL TERM TERM RMS
6.6
	
V 57e03 0,63 1.425
606
	
H 87.57 0.00 1.9974
1p : 69 Y •3i^54 1 ;21 1.085
!0;•69	 H +18.89 1'•28 29600
18.0	 V !	 . 14116 9 1.81 1.653
18.0	 H •10051 1.16 2.714
2190
	
V 187,99 .00 1'.444
21.0
	 H 141.60 000 3•086
37'9 0
	
V 193;22 000 1.643
37.0	 H 31931 983 ,29,448
ALL	 V 8;41 .95 3•435
ALL	 H •12.84 1.20 5.146




DISPERSION ABOUT LINE OF U N IT SLOPE
r
RMS ABOUT
CHANNEL BIAS' BIASED CURVE
6.6
	




10.69	 V •87 1 • 135:




1'8. 0 	 H 6922 2042
21.0	 V 4;62 1.840
24 •0
	 H 18.97 4.047	 1
3,700	 V -349i 1 9192
379p	 H 8.98 29LyBg
ALL	 V •.1.6 3.535
ALL	 H' 8.55 69364

























SMMR T5 VS CRLCULRTED T6 FOR H DRTR
by	 l uu . 160
	 180 •1 eU .	 140.	 .	 ^
	





























• 80. 1	 I 1 1	 I
80. 120,	 160.	 200.	 240.
CRL CULRTED T5 (K)
521
Table 9
Run 3 Statistical Summary
CURVE FITS FOR SMMR TB V S, CA-LCULATED TB
CONSTANT LINEAR
;	 t
I CHANNEL (TERM TERM RMS
10, 6 9 	 V 15743 ,00 1,357'
10.69	 H 94.31 000 3049
1,8.0	 V 167.34 000 1.249
1890
	 H 112.50 000 41336
21.0	 V 583.57 .2.13 9706
Zl•0	 H
H
15 1.73 •00 5.0763790 19'9.02 •00 2•!41
3!7 2 0	 H" 14b•40 •00 4.809
ALL	 V -15.90' 1.11 99256
A LL	 H -24.46 1#36 7.582
ALL V+H 18.53 •92 9.126
,I








V 1.2116 1.419 ;?
' 6.6	 H 5.89 l •307
10069	 V 1.00 1.530
10.69 H 6.15 4.058
18.0
	 V X2.07 161494
! 18x0	 H 10.•36 49694
21.0	 V 10.79 1.707
2 1
.0	 H 30,•39 5.592 r
3700	 V 2,48 2.046 a
3790
	 H !	 15.•27 4.966
























































`^	 K	 ^,_. a.^x.A.	 a ... ...	 .	 ._....sue	 .... :M•'. ^-bt^	 r__ .,
k e4U.
200.
















Run 4 Statistical Summary
	 ,.





	 TERM	 TERM	 RMS!
606	 V	 151.37	 •00	 1.709
6.6	 H	 32•28	 •65	 29529	 x
10.69
	






V	 1'70;951	 •00	 2.658
18•p	 H	 115.30	 000	 3.378
21 •0	 V '	 198.37	 400	 1 •268
21.0
	
H	 158.41	 000	 3, 1427	 p;
3790	 V	 19891 9 	•00	 2.991
3790
	 H	 1148,27	 900	 6.633	 j
ALL	 V	 •18.61
	 1.13	 5.817
ALL	 H	 •31.55	 1.9'i	 9.212
ALL	 V+H	 18.54	 •93
	
10.984	 .'














	 H	 2.51	 2.633M	 10.69	 V	 2.06	 2.181a'^
7 10.69	 H	 7,63	 3.298	 t
1890	 V	 •76	 3.038	 a
18.•O	 H	 12.38	 3.354
21.0	 V	 15.15	 -	 1.754
	
..









.,;	 ALL ;	 H	 15.01	 12*294

















































Run 5 Statistical Summary ?'
CURVE F ITS FOR SMM R T8 VS,-CALCULATED	 T8 J
CONSTAN T = LINEAR
CHARANEL TERM TERM RMS
696	 V 15.30 •00 1.825
6.6	 H 56.35 •40 2.716
10.69	 V 47903 •73 1.987
10969 H 16.90 •94 4•303
18 i 0	 V 089.12 1.56 49'676 k18.0	 H
-2.66 1.24 6.488
2100	 V X69.57 1.52 4.459
2 1.0	 H m3.85 1.46 79_039 .:
37.0	 V
-245.69 2''• 30 17.559
37.0
	







ALL	 H •61.45 1.80 1'1.259ALL V+H 23.71 096 16_9927 r
k	 i







CHANNEL BIAS BIASED CURVE
6.6'	 V 1.53 1.883 1
6.6	 H 4.35 3.186
10.69	 V 3.76 29029
:. 10.69 N 11,82 '•3'06
1800'	 V ;7.21 4049
18.0'	 H 23,25 6.542
2 1.0
	 V 25,40 4.51121 . 0 '	 H 53.27 7. • 195 r
4 37.0	 V X2.47 7.779
37•p	 H 36.34 12.069
`!ALL	 V 10.07 9.723
ALL	 k' 25.81 18954















































































Run 6 Statistical Summary
CJR VE F I TS	 FOR	 511MR	 Tf3 '1 59 CALCULATED T B Al
i	 CONSTANT LINEAR















21.rj	 V -36 1 v 11 31.03 10- 132
H 17 . 16 2*,l 1 16	 U 8 7
37.o	 V —327,99 2*67 6
.3	 U	 t 2, 14 13 - S 1 .3
ALL
	 V "qg- I r 1 7 . 7 r) 4
A LL	 H - 3 1 a UG 1	 143 129o18
ALL V+H 18.614 93 12.755
DISPERSION	 A B OUT	 LINC	 OF	 U:"IT S Lo F E:
A
RMS	 ABOUT
C^ANNEL 3 1 A S BIASED	 CURVE
r, 6*6 V s67 1 # 9 4 2	 1
61 -6	 H 3 * 448 2o9q 1
I
10969	 V 1,82 2.131
6 9 H 8	 2 0 13 3
18.0	 V *05 5*1360
1800	 H 12*28' 18*615
211.0 v 1 1	 83 10 -4 3
211.0 H 31	 7 4 1	 4 5 5
3790 V 210 18 6 o 3 z 5 ki
371.0 H 18^ 26 0-130
V,
AL,L	 V 3	 3 1 7-932
ALL
	
H 114*79 1 '4 o 47 2
ALL	 v+H 9,05 13 -U06
65




































































	 F IT S 	FOR	 af111R- TB	 'J S * 	CAICULATEU. Td
I CONSTANT 'L I NE'^► H
CHAM,NEL TER11 TERM IRMS
6.6
	
V -20,52 .87 7.932
6.6	 H 34, 16 064 2.780
^ 10.69	 V • 8.22 1905 9130 a
10.6,9	 H -14.59 1.22 4.092	 ^
t
,. 18'•q	 V -274,42 2.50 5••557 r




V -589.13 3990 190080
21•U	 H -262.19 2.74 1,6.071	 i
37 0 0
	
V -429''.79 3.37 $•U72
37,•0
	
H -199.59 2.38 13.508
ALL	 V 17.34 ,88 7 .009 i
ALL	 H' 2.99 1•JO 10.926
ALL	 V•+H 12.58 •9 1 9.385
'
O I SPERS I O iv ABOUT LI N E O F	 0:41 T 	 SLOPE r	 .
RMS A60U T





V 12 1.942	 ^
6. 6 	 H 2.,66 2 .93d i
10469	 V :.30 2.132r	 -. 10 1069 	 H 5.87 4i• 138
5,•890-= 18.0	 V -7•;65
18	 0	 H 004 8.67#
21 •0	 V -5987 10.•4,351611. 57221.0	 H 2.91
x 37,.0
	
V •S r76 81.355
• 37.0	 H 4•l24 14.237
ALL	 V
-3.77 7.45.5 r=
ALL 	 H 3.14 10.926.










































































Run 8 Statistical Summary_ }y'•
t
CURVE;	 FI fS	 FOR	 S.MM,3





C iiAi,P1NF L j	 TER 4 TERM R1g




-20.58 1,28 2	 ab5
j	 - 17x•13 2.15 2.741 a






-299.14 3975 4.:9 1 1
21.0	 V - 214.94 2,_l2i ^	 3.157 R21.x] H -132.26 j	 ?.J6 6x,170 1	 a




H 4.38 6... X°
A LL	 v
-460.75
-14	 43 1.03 6.14738
ALL
	 H -15.96 1 •23 8.930 ,	 •,^
ALL
	
V+H 1,3.31 .95 90739
c





CIANNEL 8I A5 BIASED	 CURVE t.
^.6	 V 1;. 24 1-684




	 H 9.70 5+443
^ 18.0	 v lie 28 4.793 fv	 ..1	 0	 H$ ^	 8f. G 9 1 ' 0.121^








V 21.04 1 1 0050
37.p
	 H 1 6 .43 13.7142





ALL V H 5183 9,834
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CURVE F1TS :FOR _SMMR_	 6.6-	 GNZ T8 VERSUS CELL NUMBER_
V POL •
----- H POL o -











RMS TERM TERM RMS
1 1 -29.68 0000 1549272 • 1'58
-1.064 900025 •2452 •23.43
-•050 154x770 .056
..1.:112 90.585 0349
3 -22.17 -,306 155,775 •301, -1270 9.1.255 .378
_
4 20992
.000 154.670 •212_ -I.G80 906*705 65692 1 •19.66 - . 189 1559210 9222 ..19124 90,:690 0548
,. 2
-18940
-•193 155.280 •191 •1.078 90,995 .9973 17.13 X000 154.610 •1 10 w1.239 350.91* 9364
4 •15.87 0,154 155.030 •111 -1.253 91.210 93473 1 •14.60 •000 1549630 •343 +1.018 91.000 95552 -13,34 00105 1550400 •114 -1x202 910*110 .225
v 3 •12.07 0000 1559062 ®256 -1.259 91.320 •457
k
4 -1080 X000 154.902 •307 .1.328 91380 9576
1 •9.53
•

















-1169 15.1.345 9233 .1.686 91.380 9360
1 -9.49 -.336 154.430 s193 •1.520 909245 •352










1548 1539380 9262 '9858 89.450 `•5099649 154,390 •185 •.824 90.495 •376













•097 1514.975 9077 -,592 919440 9353
8
9516 156.305 •301 "9813 92.350 06511 10.87 9459 157.015 0113 .19373 94.335 1.0362 12.15 •283 1579740 0397 -10818 95.495 •8073_ 13942 ,.000 158,770 9372
-2.268 976015 .3454 14.70
-.630 160.960 0168 -2.737 98.410 •272
Table^4.2
RuL -9
i CURVE FITS FOR 'SMMR 1 0 069 GHZ To VERSUS CELL NUMBER
V POLO H POL.
E,^ .rawwwwww••wlw^wwtwiww•w....nww•^•www• wtwww•w^•*w^wwwwwww^rw•w^rwww^r•w•• _ ,.
AVE R AGE LINEAR CONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANT
9LOCK ROW LATITUDE TERM TERM RMS TERM TERM RMS
1 1 P24995 wp080 158.779 .274 0000 930031 +537	 :.
2 -24023 •.250 1590464 9289 •• 161 93.727 •403
3 -23.52 x•253 159.756 •391 ••095 93.870 9372
4 *,22980 X9313 160.444 '409 9000 94,076 0505
5 •22.08 ".440 160,979 •296 ••322 95.236 •409
.r 6 •21#36 ,9259 159.821 049s 0000 93,437 0366
7 •20.64 +.206 159,689 •a 9 ,174 92.851 •592
2 1 •19.93 •0515 161.089 •711 .000 93,604 0906
2 •19.20 •9321' 1600401 •288 -9203 95•l79 0416
i 3 •18.•49 •,307 160.381 0290 0000 94,413 9326
4 •17976 -.2y3 159.816 0644 .000 93.814 •3835 •17904 x0175 159,571 x536 9000 93.697 •362
z 6 -16032 0„386 160.160 •371 :w•200 94s546 9389
7 -15.59 -0319 159.687 1•157 .000 93.447
2
•34`
3 1 •14987 w•268 1599467 0506 0000 93.344 9295
2 •14.15 ••226 159,769 *653 -•110 949229 .188
3 -13.42 we'429 160.804 9231 -•164 94.389 9324
4 -12.70 •9394 1601271 0252 -.163 949257 9356
s.` 5 -11098 •,339 1599987 0176 •0156 94.184 •193
+ 6	 _ -t_1.25 ••329 159.989 0515 •0123 94.013 •202
7 •10.52 -,184 1599344 •522 0000 93.087 ,3924 1, •9.80 ••279 159.666 x422 000 92.864 •3182 w9^07
•314 159.637 0161 -0120 93.066 9 145 i
3
-80;: +.314 159.174 •308 -.151 93.081 .348! y
-7.66 18,166 1580500 9131 .000 92.269 .512
°. 5
.6.89 0.196 1589623 •583 m9133 93.02.4 9212
6 -6.17 *.431 159,607 9451 •.283 949044 9303
7 -5944 w}547 159.866 9387 ••436 93.937 9443
5 1 -9971 -.422 1599200 9193
-•325 930054 4446r 2 -3998 •9,241 158.530 •498 •,0099 92.300 .2493
-3.25
-9321 159.007 9557 -.202 929897 039
4 *2.52
-.305 1580760 ,489 0000 92.089 •290
5 -1.79 w•245 158.400 0661 .000 !91.563 •.136 ^
,r
6 -1.07 ••201 157,639 .571 ...106 91.330 •315 j




µ _	 _ .,^,,.k T
Table 15.2 Continued
Run 9 -
CURVE FITS FOR SMMR	 1 0 969"GHZ TO VERSUS CELL NUMBER
POLO H POLO
• ww ^w w^w^+w w'^wsw wsw w^w^r^ssww^• ••w^wrwww^w^www•^r+wwwwwww^rwws•w
AVERA .E L I NEAR CONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANT
BLOCK ROW L'ATITOOE TERM TERM RMS TERM TERM RMS
6 1 a39 0000 156.876 9333 9269 909277 0272
2 l oll 0000 157053 0569 •317 90.210 9269
3 >10B4 0000 ISS9557 •628 •369 900909 0170
4 '2.57 9000 159.737 0569 9337 929 1 11 .102
5 13o30 •182 159.477 •359 9431 92.471 9170 -
6 11,•03 ,117 159.644 9209 0369 92.704 9222
7 4r76 ,192 1590.549 9344 0596 91.679 0401
7 1 5•N9 9341 151-.257 •311 .741 91.537 9393
2 06.22 .326 159,337 0966 •829 91.344 0088
3 6095 9383 1599560 91498 9608 92.060 9512
4 7.68 •281 160 7 8 7 0409 •74.5 93.646 9283
5 8041,• 
_1 .256 7lbl•2	 4 •294 9720 94.379. •35.5


















2 11 .33 0000 163.770 1.736 •000 99*560 2.197
3 12.06 0*242 164.480 9872 -.261 !00.079 •930
4 12.79 •000 164.046 1•333 .,51Q 101.257 .656
5 13952 09637 166*846 9776
-'1 *261 104,887 1.046
6 14!25 .1•2111 170.323 0510 •2.725 112.474 10717
7 14.98 •1.544 1,71.316 1*067 "2.935 113.151 3.076
a
v
< t-.	 ..,. <e . 0-:..,'	 ..,	 m..r'	 .
w
 '--. a.	 ... .alwau:3f .
X
,.	 ^L'	 t... ......,	 .:.^,....
r,_,,
.
+..wr......	 :.,^. e•	 e	 ... .1.Y.a.w.ui.^Jna. 	 ..,_, ..s.:.iA..wb...e..-.......e..(+:.^-.1._..a.+,.^b.-^.t;u^l.'^.,1k_,-v.._•.WZer tv.AN.,......._:..a.^l^Nt.:.L ^a..se. ..ss,::$^ i?^ra^
i-	
*.
._1^any.tr.._--ae,. 	 -^=^^^tda^.ad. 	 ..
c
1	 r.	 .+ ..:..^,. 	 -000x.,,	 x . w.kee _	 ^fi 	 _ ^R	 P	 ^""'f*S	 ^u^trr`f^^^{'^.r
a
t	 ^	 _}	 _	 _	 000
Table <_j.3
Run 9




. w-www-w • -W -0
	
w	 • w .	   







	 TERM	 TERM	 RIMS _	 TERM	 TERM	 RMS
1	 1	 -25.08	 9371	 1699714	 0966	 -9455	 I11.494	 19413
2	 *24.63	 *455	 16N•193	 .722	 00210	 1109443
	 0860
3	 _2q417	 •209	 165.398!	 •7.67	 • •650	 11-2.651.	 0841
4	
- 23971
	 ;158 	 1660418	 •807	 -.778	 113.851	 0817
5	 -23.26
	 9329	 166.182	 9678	
-0351	 113.229	 •799
6	 ++22.80	 1445	 166.219	 0969	 0000	 1119352	 0909
7	 -22.34	 •150	 167,694	 10025	 -$768	 116:,11t"	 10002
8	 -21,89	 .000	 168.231	 0643	 al1y161	 117.787	 1,572
9	 -21043	 9133	 167.225	 l•088	 ••'162	 1130029	 19826
10	 -20997	 o6g7	 164,108	 0502
	 9162	 109.713	 10110
o	 _11	 •20051	 .484	 165.980	 1,497	 .000	 112.332	 2.181
-	 2	 1	 -20.06	 1.0000	 169.472	 2.370	 -•349	 114.766	 20487
1	 2	
-19860	 .317	 167.865	 10370	 09319	 115.292	 1.853
3	 -19. 14 	 •000	 170.466	 •7b4	 x0546	 1179758	 t•4164	
-18068	 .235	 169,122	 9674	 •9382	 117.392	 0491
5	 *18922	 •266	 168,2279748
	 +•499
	 117.111	 1.0636	 •171p7b
	 *211	 167.883	 1.241	 •0597	 116.850
	 1.125
7	 -17930	 9300	 1670008	 18099	
-8364	 114.7U9	 0943
'	 a	 *16.89	 •454	 1650989	 0609	
-9159	 113.023
	 084`9
°	 9	 -`16038	 •405	 166.0306	 98.91	
-9309	 1139759	 ,536
10	 •15992	 0186	 167.954	 0687	
-9539	 1150651 ,657
x	 11	 ,-'15.46	 1378	 ;166.056	 8559	 •,385	 113.833
	 1,226
3-	 1	 -15.00	 0495	 164.940	 0570	 •025	 113.083	 0865
2	 -14«54	 •486	 165.287.965
	 •.187	 112-.225
	 0852
i#	 3	 -14.0`8	 •344	 1669661
-19305	 •0199	 1130271	 1.4804	 -13.62
	 .152	 168,488	 1.187	 -0524	 115.695
	 1093







	 9786	 -•358	 1140090	 •787
8	 -11.78	 ♦175 	 1679740
	 9373	 -•645	 116.512	 •5639	
-11.32	 0194	 :1670950
	 8499	 -0590	 116.279	 .733
10	 -10.85	 .986	 165,785
	 •730	 •.300	 113.819	 9863
-ll
	 *10.39	 0511	 165,196
	 0988	 0-0216	 112.265
	 1.539
r	 _	 .S "lr:-"	 x.	 +-+-	 a..YZ.C.2f%
	 l	 i.+. _	 -	 w 
	 r..
	 ..,. _ .7 <.r.tt:.^.5it.n
	




CURVE FITS FOR SMMR	 18 . 0 GHZ TO VEkSUS CELL NUMBER















4 1 +9.993 •302 166.160 1 0076 •6386 113.308 1.253
^.
2 -9o47 03,46 165.801 9752 ".349 112.249 0904
F 3 w9 .01 .213 166.053
.419 +9368 111.609 1.304
4 .8r54 9207 166.163 0911 ....311 lll•481 1.169 a
S +8.08 f318 165.827 •618 +9413 112.545 1. 175
6
-7062 0387 1659196 •473 w03-19 !11.589 1.065
7
-7.16 0298 165,857 0381 •9336 112.1$7 1.121
8 •6969 0215 1669741 9766 •9635 114.846 10094
9 -6.23 0000 168,535 4948 0.599 115.131 1.607
10 •5077 9097 167.769 9896 ••654 114.971 10149
00 11 •5.30 0000 167.416 •970 x•687 114.007 2.116
_

















.571 165.347 ,438 •193 111.037 .970
6 •2.52 #735 164.006 •726 .256 110.200 1.287
7
-2906 ,680 164.177 0774 0000 1119267 .1.372
i
}
8 •1060 X667 164.023 9564 9111 1100950 9849 L`
9 +I .13 f650 1639525 .669 ,000 110.111 •6701t 10 0067 •S50 1639575 •521 0000 1100018 0592
11 0621 .653 163.609 0 635 0091 109 96UZ *7476' 1 925 ,842 162.830
.585 .463 108.079 ,942
x
2 972 •879 162.964 •566 .415 108.950 96883 leis
 .841 1 63, 81 7 1 .060 •240 !10.596 x.253 a4 1064 .T74 164.496 •798
.182 110.687 0949
5 2. 11 9735 165.117 0691 •183 111.134 0683
6 2.57
.698 166.277
.831 .047 112.855 94347 3.04 .748 166.623 •387 .216 112.952 0516
8 3,50 9582 166045
.726 9290 113.781 0519
€


















.. 999_9.,,	 ..r^	 :..	 .' -..., 	 :...a,'	 3.::i.	 :. x69..,. .su..+.,...	 ..	 ....s._...;.._..,,	 f.x,	 ...:...... 	 ,s.:.zs•.:u+a. ...,	 .._.....r.	 ,,:	 9999,,.. .....L.St .L...._u ^4,...,..s...^.+..'i^.^;rL,......uca...xv;aa......_ ^w..^ie^,r....:.h....^..^..^,.ru^sl:sasaSwilga.- v°.^A,..,...a.	 ean^.y'^^..K-i.t




















RMS TERM TERM RMS
'
















r 4 6975 1.038 170.007 0955 •900 116,917
0491
0946>. 5 7.22
_1.193 170.494 9926 10001 1190131 0518
6 7968 19,245 171 9711 9408 1.231 119.916 98397 8914 1.050 173.619 0644 •809 123,598 1.4798 8061 11239 173.527 1.056 1.151 123.599 19718
co
9 9.07 1:054 174.632 4965 •946 124.•244 x629
`J 10 ':9.54 9986 175.913 •893 0594 127.6e7 1.95111 10000 •'185 178.025 1.889 x9195 130.767 1x773
	 i
8	 1 10997 9621 1799516 5.383 9000 133.037 6.7J1	 32 10.93 •700 180,821 69042 '0000 136;032 991523 11 .39 0000 1839716 ,3.675 •i•655 138.247 5.8384 11.86 ,000 183.212 29362
..1.012 139,413 3.2395 12.32 9000 183.525 2.534 •0752 137,977 3.3956 12.79 0000 183.892 3.303 010,018 139.685 4.1937 13925 0000 1839705 29394 91•500 142.004 393.00
k: 8 13,72 00895 190.261 2.722 .•2.782 152.634 3.7389 14,18 01 9-669 196.404 29451
..4.075 162.656 1.52710
11





Tablr 	 "^. 4
Run 9 a
' CURVE F 1 TS- _FOR SMMR 21 9 0 	 GHZ TO VERSUS CE-LL NUMBER
,







. • w -_w w ! w !:- w t^r..w. w,w_w..w w • .^ w. w w:a-_w w.w-w..w_w ^	 _..- .-
AVERAGE LINEAR CONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANT
BLOCK ROW LATITUDE TERM TERM -RMS TERM TERM RMS
l 1 - 25.08 0000 190.670 19138 0@786 198.922 2.036
2 -29.63
.281 189.117 0891 w•328 146,097 1.887
3 -24.17 w*222 191.210 10385 ••903 148.717 1.294
4 -23.71 •,300 192.201 0911 wl•144 !490896 1.437
5 w23m26 •'137 191•699 1 .074 -9574 150039 1.399
6 -22980 .289 191.696 1.396 0000 147,420 1.297
7
-22934 0000 193.828 10193
-•964 154.415 1.656
e -21.89 -,637 197.499 .982 w1.623 157.909 2sO53
9 -21.43 •000 193.622 1.818 -.903 153.008 3.06210 -20.97 •620 190.691 1.735 9323 147.183 10545
w
11 •20,51 ,576 193.215 2.195 6000 152.889 3.2752 1 -20.06 0000 197.298 2.761 w•570 157.346 4.258
3
•000 197.217 1.573 -•459 157.435 .2.547- 19.1
-9259 200.031 9680 -0960 162,489 1.688
4
-18068 0000 199,116 11850 -•718 160.615 •8865- -18,22• 0 ^l 37 98	 31	 .5	 3 1.024 w 1769 159572 1•.1196 -17',76 ,000 197.371 1.833 "9929 159.474 1.937
7 -17.30 0000 196.155 0899
-9609 155,584 1.581
8 •16.84 •337 193;,283 1.342 0000 1510095 1.192 }
9,
-16.38 0187 194.630 1.709 +.233 153*115 1.484
10 -15.92 0000 1950886 9797 -,666 1560484 1.325
11 +15946 .276 193.937 •966 -097 154,728 19977
1 +15.00 •254 193.802 1.120 •.373 153.273 1•'518
2 -14954 9243 1949030 t•463 -.187 152027 1.632
3 "14.08 1.176 195.010 1.634 Q. 154.584 2.1714 -13.62 0000 1969882 1.916 -,743 157.849 2.473
5 -13.916 •9325 1990017 1.580 ..1.047 159.984 1.824
6 -12.70 W,083 197,109
•619 -•634 1559771 1•11647 •12.29 0000 196.335 •563 -•550 155.803 .662
8 -!1.78 T170 197,894 9864 •-1,045 1609186 0914
9 -11.32 0.280 199.229 •932
-0890 1590949 1.364
10 -10.85 0000 19604.2 !•449 •,415 155.330 1.5140




	 L	 M.'?d :Crt	 •w+u.*+,r- r.e,e- ..,.
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CURVE FI TS FOR'SMMR 21.0
	 GHZ T8 VERSUS C ELL NUMBER
m.'
V POL • H POL •----






BLOCK	 ROW	 LATITUDE TERM TERM	 RMS TERM	 TERM RMS












3 •9001 ;000 194.795 0681 ••69'9 154x356 _	 1.87N
4 •8054 0000 1'95+336 19352 •9607 1540333 20208
: d	 5 we,'08 •0167 197.265 1.330 •.996 157.208 2.628
6 •702 9000 ,1950 972 10090 0.883- 156.384 10684
7 •7016 •000 19:5.915 16195 •;748 1579072 19926
8.j	
9
-6069 •0369 199.366 1.209 w1.175 160.869 1.868
•6023 +.351 199.9997 19631 010,061 1600933 1.997
10 - 5, 77 •.901 199.719 10079 .•1.201 161.352 19876
co	 1'l •5030 0061 198•299 1.565 •1.158 158.758 393714
1 -9.84 0000 195.805 10690 •0697 1550124 3.609
2 -9v38 •192 1940531 10489 0000 151.914 3.757
3 •3.91 9339 194.686 9652 •000 152f623 2.373
4; •3045 •568 1940600 1 0160, 0'404 1539226 1.910
5 -2.99 0969 193.698 1.191 0715 153.,210 290876 w2952 19086 193.368 1.034 •922 1529585 29117
7' •2006 0938 199.184 •852 ,787 153.388 1.963
8 •1.60 •977 193.745 0971 0852 1521869 10509	 3
9 •10`13 .907 193,647 .927 •638 152042 10.206
10 •.67 9895 199.343 •529 •593 15210985 •917
0	 11 0021' 0917 199.053 •837' 9714 1539115 1.195
6	 1' 025 1.060 194,192 1.201 9947 '152,810 ,933
2 9 72 11,103 1999293 10168 9902 1590155 •756P	 3 1.18 09;61 195.730 X1.591 ,86,9 1550139 196'41
4 1.64 0959 1960084 10199 •805 155,0524 1.293
5 2011 0997 195006 1.219 9689 1569100 1.053{ 6 2,.57 0845 197,770 10299 01,8 159.790 1 .195
e 7` 3.09 0859 199.576 1.286 .529 1610109 10217
8 3950 9837 2019062 1.188 0569 163gSy9 98299 3,96 9778 2020585 0809 0508 165,995 1.076
10 4.43 0652 2099328 •797 0293 167.916 10897






r Table 15.4 Continued'
1
Run 9
CURVE FIT-S FOR SMMR	 21.0- G I HZ ' T8	 VERSUS CELL NUMBER-
t.












RMS TERM TERM RMS
µ 7	 1 5.36 19027 205.319 0815 9969 1699449 1.506
+
2 5982 1,030 207.428 .711 1.209 171.275 065
R. 3 6.29 1 .099 208.3'56 •995 19 314 1719965 0900
a
4 6975 1 *320 2089503 1.087 1.538 173.496 •892
5 7922' 1@369 210.881 •815 1.733 177•298 9674
6 7968 1,9434 2139187 1.102 1.690 181.534 1.338
7 8919 19038 2179407 9803 1.186 187.623 1.240
8 8061 1.064 2189977 0899 l	 464• 188 959• l•2 050
Ln
 9 9.07 ,934 219.897 1.194 1.051 191.910 9952
10 9.59 0723 222.066 1.568 9461 1969784 19593
11 10.00 9000 225.172 2.355 09532 2009601 3.182
E 8	 1 40.47 .000 226.802 9.896
.000 200.678 ^ 8,222














-232.603 3.429 4.10916 211.035 9,738
6 12979
-,802 233.072 39534
-1.613 21.1064 690237 13.25






























CURVE FI TS-FOR 5MMR 3-7-• 0
	 GH2 T8 VERsUS CELL NUMBER
t,
V ppL •	 -- --	 H PO
w•^•.w•^:^^•'••il7l w
.f^w w !• wpww • afww	 •	 w • w •	 • w .
- - -  - --	
_ _	
_ .•w.__ w-•w . w+aw  ' w.ww+ww^..w••.ww^,• •
AVERAGE
	 LINEAR	 CONSTANT	 LINEAR	 CONSTANT
BLOCK	 ROW 	 LATITUDE-	 TERM
	 TER MRMS
	 TERM	 TERM	 RMS
1	 1	 25019	 •*302	 202e568
	 2#29V	 09321	 199.481
	 9.031
2 - •29.96 •.206 202.683 3,062 •000 148,713 5.913
3 -24e74
-9097 201158 2.619 x000 148062 4.888
4 +24.51 ,000 199•'637 1<.858 •187 145.350 3.503
5 -24,28 molls 201.548 20,661 9000 148.345 '1.391
6 -24#05 W•499 205e649 2.1 b3 0.706 155.463 39545
7 -23983 "9359 203019 2#141 •6519 1529316 3.81.3
8 "23060
-,374 209.371 1.236 0,519 153^18p 2,413
9 -23.37 ..4190 204-•131 1.761 moles 1529810 2.816
10 -23,14 .000 202.919 29081 •000 152'365 4,767
11 -22.92 0000 201.403 1.790 9115 148.642 3,155
12 •22669 •130 2019581 2.272 •390 147.867 .3.42.1
-	 13 -22096 •i148 204.618 2. 180 4000 1529_522 4.598
14 .229.23 •.503 206,879 26065 09729 7	 915	 .bb 3.027
15' w22*00 •9677 209,502 2.035 019076 161.956 3.201
16 •21*77 01600 207.527 2.475 W6859 1589104 3.951
17 -21954 "9564 206-9796 3.975 -•695 155.752 6.346
18 -21631 W.165 201.675 20@43 0000 196.345 59555
19 •21009 .000 2009105 20572 ,H02 142.790 9.336
20 -20x86 •269 198.097 1.812 9677 140,549 20991
21' w20*63 9252 1:99.540 2.902 •789 14J9742 5919822








Table 15 . 5 Continued-
Run 9 ..z
C URVE - F-I_TS--FOR -SMMR 37.0
	
GHZ TB VERSOS .CELL NUMBER_
,
V P O L• H P O L•-
•www w.w^.w.wa.w.^.w w.w.i!_w.^w^rw^ww^sw wp	








TERM RMS TERN' TERM RMS
1 •20.17 09262 205.687 4.38-9 0000 151.890 7.770
2 w19994 09 227 205.008 4.171 0000 151!608 7.6813 -19971 '0171 209.594 2.963 0000 1519553 5008.1
4 •19048 09120 204.670 2.466
.000 1539157 9.2335 w 1 ` * 25 W9385 208.502
.2.772 +• 422 159.421 4.2546 -1.9.03 ".477 210.881 3.012
-9660 16M.510 5.0417 ..18.80 0.212 207.901 2.553 "9189 159.103 4.006
1,	 a 018.57 W.118 2069271 1.713 •11-1 154.240 29289
9 .18 934 09183 206.345 2.101 0000 1549492 3.923
10 !18.11
-0195 205096 1.613 0000 152.853 3.152
11 -17988 •9266 206.588 2.774 9000 153.382 5.19212 +17.65 •@233 206.409 2.452
-9281 )56,735 305313 .17942













3.073 a16 +1 6.73
.000 201.066 2.098 0218 147.3.90 3.071
r°	 17 -16050 wi073 202.147 1.756 0000
.
1991793 3,17818 1 6 .27 •0209 204.038 1.667 W.200 153.084 3.42419 •16.04 ".350 2069556 1.381
-.443 156.937 2958820
-15081 0.336 205#619 19294
-•386 155 :315 2.216 j21 -15.56 +.144 2039017 2,676
-•232 152.403 3.28822
-15.35





	 ^L	 :nYY'3'rs' x-'dw'	 :we.:z.^ma^ws.,s






T Table 15.5 Continued--_
' Run 9
CURVE FI TS FOR SMMR










_LAT I TUDE TERM TERM -RMS TERM TERM RMS
° 3	 1 -15. 1 2 -0219 202.780 logos W9139 149.314 20769
2 -14989 .000 200.325 1.70s 0000 147;-750 2.346
3 w 1q,66 *000 2009205 1.604 0000 147.4U2 2057'
^` 4 •141.43 0-0060 200.874 1.396 •000 147.441 2.355
5 -14.20 0000 200.942 1.790 •I14 146,990 3.165
6 -13.97 •0097 203.001 28400 0000 150447 4.616
7




-9268 205.413 20357 w*T37 1531880 4.571
9 x'13.28 +p347 206.762 2.145 -.442 156.806 4.15910 -13.05 m,382 206.521	 12.821 ••421 155.050 4,58711 -12x82
-,163 202.766 2.055 w 911 1y9,595 2.6=;912 -12.58
-9045 201.148 19128 0080 14,7.079 1•429i 13 -12936 ••054 201.506 1.315 •097 147,490 2.133
I4 - 12.12 fw•131 202.674 19218 -9087 149,391 1.587
15 -11.89 wP220 204.239 1.371 +°•166 151476 2.23816 -11.66 •0259 204.538 1.496 "0296 153.585 2.44617 -11043
-044O 208.060 29009 0.493 157.181 2.88818 *11.20 00 115 203045 1.687 •1332 152.447 2.27819 -1007 ,000 201.644 1.939 0000 150.581 3.12020 •10074 •126 1999238 1.306 .250 145.068 2.52521 -10.51 0000 200.500 1.385 9162 146.181 2.56722






CURVE FITS iFOR SMMR 37.0 GHZ TB VERSUS CELL NUMBER






















3' -9958 0000 199.740 19580 0000 1459710 29747q X9,35
•0105 200.401 1.883 •000 1459509 2.538
5 w9.12 W•132 200.422 1.105 0000 144.830 10711
6 -8.89 ".201 2019081 1.459 •,187 1y6,974 29399
7 -8966 w9055 1999916 1.378 9115 143.736 29371
0 8 w89y3
-,158 200.998 1.880 0000 145,368 3.063
9 "8i20 09179 201.466 1.575 "9157 147.655 2.918
10 •7097 •9094 201.465 2*368 4000 147.157 9.197
` 11 -7.73 0000 1999122 29067 4000 1-45.514 3.256
12 -7450 09132 200.292 19068 .000 144.556 I.b52
















.1096716 •6058 09214 203.276 1.972 •9249 150.532 3.222
17 -"6935 wr177 2039514 29303 ••160 151.221 9.13318 069 11 •9264 2049842 2.529 09219 151.877 4914519 -5.88 +9256 204*9251 2.162 •.208 151.069 39907
20 -5.65 'ws213 202,971 1.870 ••185 1509032 2.725
21 •5.42





•^	 -.	 _. ...









3 CURVE FITS.. _FOR SMMR 37.0 GHZ TO VERSUS CELL NUMBER
V POL • H P'OL s --
'^ www^ww-www•^-w_ww••w_w--www.ww-^ .- •1#w•1#w-ww•w.w^wwwaaw •p w ---1#w•• -r--+e
AVERAGE LINEAR c'ONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANT
BLOCK	 ROW LATITUDE TERM TERM RMS -TERM TERM RMS
,; YD
.'S	 1	 ' •4.9b 1#.089 2001011 2.288. 0000 14,4.$44 4.135
2 _4.72 9000 199•,009 2.082 9000 144*272 2.8563 *4.49 0000 198.723 19766 0000 1439920 2.625
r 4 -4.26 0000 1990001 1.530 • 183 142*458 2.622
5 -4.03 ;000 199.277 1.466 •171 143•185 12.300
6' •3.80 •000 199.809 x6703 .181 143,255 2.162
7 _3.57 •109 199.090 2.425 .232 144.166 3.7188 -3.33 •159 199.128 2.454 9365 143.560 4.0060 9 03.10 1165 199,515 2.003 .384 143.789 3.132
10 _2.87 .175 199.509 19836 •327 144.791 3.345F 11 •2.64 •296 197.430 1.887 9536 141.782 2.914
12 •2.41
.244 197.980 2*036 •537 141.421 3.495
13 -2.18 •122 198.977 1.855 9310 143;341 3.448
14 _1.94 .084 199.140 1.479 .272 143.268 2.220
15 v1„71 •131 198.834 1.446 •382 142.11#4 2.552
16 •1/948 0115 198*708 1.725 *92'1 1410542 29734
c
17 •1.25 0106 198.488 16859 9299 142.541 2.931
18 •1 .02 .075 18.020 1.001 .230 141}730 19330
' 19 '1#978
.000 1	 99007 1.039 0186 141.439 9947
20 •055 •094 197.898 0781 ,296 140,'924 1*28421_' +032 0080 198.093 1	 152 .3.03 141.016 1.547







J Table 15.5 Continued
Run 9





















•515 '1 39.948 19572
3 060
.34.1 1979002 1.5:93 X765 138.656 2.427
q_ 183


















































































































Run 9	 -	 - '0'.
CURVE F ITS FOR SM MR 3 7 90	 GHZ TB VERSUS CELL NUMBER
'	 V	 POI.• H POLe





	 ROW LINEAR	 CONSTANTLATITUDE	 TERM	 TERM
	 RMS TERM	 TERM RMS
•	 7

















- 1.160 ,825 148.520 1.9665 6.17
.305 202.776 1.029 ,678 148.591 10306









e771 204.328 29005 1.566 150.936 2.981
13 8.03
.512 2069126 1.348 1,131 153.688 2.048
14 8.26
073 206.043 10991 '837 156,159 2.640












	 1.675^	 _	 .959	 1579032	 .2.41419	 99y2
	 •423	 209,191
	 2089	 .992	 1591066	 4019520	 9.65.	 •275	 210.395	 1736
	 9734	 1619251
	
2.8g421	 9.89 	 6-.057	 212.925	
-1.303	 0104	 166,049
	 2.60722	 10.12	 6-. y7




'	 ..	 ..:....... . ^ ;: .....•._,..nti.^-..,...ts::° ::..ac- 	^s	 cu-xax:x	 ,..,.....•..F=.,.......^.Fr.^.....^..,.m,...,v..,....-.^<^:^,r^.,«.,..^.x..,a,x,^..
_ .• 
	 -waa.br.	 ,	







CURVE FITS FOR SMMR 3 7 :_0 GHZ TB VERSUS CELL NUMBER
V











RMS TERM TERM RMS
8-	 1 10935 0000 2139399 20989 !000 168.165 5.309
2 10.58 0000 217,889 90722 0000 176,136! 1792213 10.81 0000 2180549 109925 0000, :779750 18.6654 11.05 1000 217.612 8.669 0000, 17&:283 13.8985 11.28
.000 215.695 5.676 0000 1740068 11*347
6 11.51 +.258 218.223 49722 +0422 177,599 9.3377 11079
-•181 216.979 39375 W•360 175.945 5.908























































































































































^	 « %^ »]
.^	 ^	 .	 -	 ^	 ° E . ;
^ }^.	 ^	 ?:	 \ \`^.	
.	 . y ^.^
^:	 :.^	 »^ \\^,
\ ^ \^^^\	 \.	 ^^














§^ \ / / \	 \m^ \^\
^	 \,^//^^^ \_
^^	 .	 ..	 .;/«
\.	 .	 .^ \








.	 .	 ? 2 / ^
^	 ^ \ / \\^
\:
^ ^:
..^	 ..	 ^	 y ±<^ d













,j [lR 5P(rtlt	 6.6	 G ►^l T ^1	 VERSUS, CEL L WUpI BER
- I[	 Poi. •
AVERA(iE: LINEAR CONSTANT EIWEAR CUNSTAIVT
I.^ 1iL.I)Cr ROW LATITUD E" TERis TERM RMS TErNM TLRM ItM5
1 1 47,77 1-.201 149.07:, •533 0000 SY9375 •935
2 46055 102(1(1 14`10 Itlu .6115 9885 870205 .726
3 45.32 1 .63 8 1 1 iO ' 941) .621 19523 859740 1.306 
It 44009 1424,12 148.40E •1137 9933 859595 •795
a ' 2 1 42.86 08Sit 149.015 0434 0000 86.655 9336
1. 2' 41.61 0664 10.155 .353 - 9386
879 1110 9 385,
3 40.37 .61to 141.'18[1 9?02 -.874 88.155 022
3`7. 17 0 30 1 15[1.90() 0311 -x0957 88.110 •,313370_117 0582 150.540 0290 -.754 ,7.345 ,424l 2 36.62' .561i 15{1.565 •2114 -.626 86.635 •200
3 35.37 0489 15U.645 9(JE,3 -1.124 87.925 •224
4 34011 023[) 1516695 .1.196 -10451 89*635 0224
4 1	 ' 32 & 8 ca 9204 1S2.545 .110 -1 0525 90:965 o304
2 31.61 .225 153,.01[1 .073 -19456 910610 9232
3 30r32 02Iti 1530395 •7767 -1.525 92,690 0454
2 1#006 013rs 154.370 .1111) -10393 93.560 .189 1
S l 27.79 .449 153.93S .4116 -10756 950010 .763
1 26,53 •392 153.910 0' 95 -10609 911.475 0028
'' 3 25.21, .S2 1530380 .253
-1.5,46 93.935 ,186




,{Fj 4 1f^ 	 ., ^-..r	 ..	 a....,	 -.r	 ..
v.
.^ r	 ,.5^^ •,4r:.
	
...	 ..'.n.	 t	 .. `	 -	 -a .M1 .	 yG	 "	 .+..ii:.f.v-...	 yc	 f,iXXiWtf. u.	 .,1^i4sA.'biaa. n.. ..	 .^^^'.T..4^bfr2.: 3n,^^.h.. iii..'	 .i.^kteii:i.",c_,	 .. r	 w,,.,	 ...	 0000.	 '. 	 .. rn.	 0,000 v.	 f.e,	 L	 ...: _^	 t......0	 u__	 `	 f..	 ra.., ..a ter..-r	 ... h^..r
^ ,, ..,
	 , ...	 ..	 ..	
„	 .... _._ _	 ..,-	 ..... .. .,..._...-
- ,. rx ^yf^ •





1.lir{vi ' F ! i	 F oil !3MI'lliU1 69	 6117 T11 -Vl.r:5i 1 5 CELL	 WUP1Nt1i
r.^





LAT1 f^UL 1.1 NE: AliTERI-1 C O
i l 5TA14T LINEAR CONSTANT
_
TERM (1r15 TENN TER(1 t<M5





^ • 5'1'1 15 ?. 33'1 1 0 1 58'  T1.68a 96^6d9 2.55116.64 *778 1580394 1.237 2,226 94.1103 305944
f
015993
'15,23 9866 1504160 1.603 295119 93*073 4.37019172 156' 971 2•(1. 70 3.413 90,28! 6.359^,. 6 44153 ,849 i67.490 1.103 2.720 919774 40402 ci.' 7 43083 •5(1(r IS7,f1 %b •629 19d29 9.19436 2.294
2 l 43012 93611 156,170
-713 1.236 9'1.324 98802
i
N20'11
'11.7(1 9126 150.944 •Silo loss 94	 741 1.11491'!3 1516. 629 •692 9772 94.829 9698
r0 4 411.99 *1 12 150,767 .4ti6 •614 95.(117 98960 ` 4U•2u 9(1(10 159, 131 •336 0407 959766 •6136 37,57
36.86
91070110 15,8.809159.204 .353 9273 4?6,2614 1 • 1 191 3d, III
.013(1 (611.287 . 4191:801 .312.9303 95 , 687956871 I • 1 19•796t 23 37.11336#71 •0(111• 242 160 20615V,399 96116
.668
•5117




.0liu 159,456 92.90 9050 960 139 •1137
.
7` 31. ►i6
































F 7 211;79 -0216 16.11984 .'17! -.231 103.311 •173













_	 •1111[1 16'1.360 1.062
-.1133 105'206 •017 ^2;1.11`!
1.^, 17
-92119 16`1.667 Al 61 -• 1713 10'1.4[1 61147
• 1 17
-
16N.6(lil ,49'1 '219 104,,647 0191
` 1
2.1.>7L
. 1 411 ';!64	 919 r.#27 5
-.,325 1115;. 36400011 159.411
.917 -0193 10`x.4 i7 •452




-uexnvr......ti 	 x,=r	 - w























' AVEHAC,C LINEAR t: ONSTAPIT I.JNLAR CONSTANT
HL0(
- K Ho•r- LATI TUD TEIM TERN RM5 TfFttl Tl 1tM 11145
`
I I NU•la I.UH2 1710387 3.739 11,072 1239361 0.911
^i
I '47.72 10159 170.488 3.283 19143 122.296 6OU16
J 47.27 10315 169.277 3,149 1.587 1189732 60065
10406 166,713 2*d63 1.887 116o666 6.70396.313 1;0538 167. 177 3.2111 1.492 ► l21I07 40576













^_. 9 44.59 1.543 1659329 2.790 20648 108.759 79837
10 4'1•14 10340 1659501 10564 2*219 109.215 5.357
r' o ! 1 '43.71) 10234 165s0t) 0920 10591 110.649 29614
k A, ~	 2 1 43 +25 10151 165.306 10460 10358 110*096 10529K 2 42.811 1.10` 165.063 10074 10254 109012 103363 If 2, 35 • 966 165o337 1 9 179 1 •082 110#743 166004 41090 0932 1659592 1.432 0817 111,790 1.595
!i 41.4'1 0496 165071/3 1.351 -x745 111.995 1•494
4 410gU •809 1.56.321 1.236 •571 112.1190 10470¢I 7 11065`1 0716 166.779 10189 .272 114.•362 10199 
ill
U 40909 •639 166.939 10475 x2,18 1140649 1.5559 39.64 .695 167.101) 19272 0318 1 1'1.252 19950
r Itl 39.14 9673 167.42H 1-9429 •28-7 1140311 2.03911 x8.73 .6413 161.602 19114 .357 11311396 1.743I 3d*27 0715 160.27!1 1 .45's •275 1 1+1.911 1.5242 31082 07Ud 163.11+16 10691 ,276 115.911
-
10846
s 3 31.36 0671 1611.332 1 .643 .360 1 1414 [" •270
`I 31).91 .6119 1 c70309 1 .643 9404 I 130 119















I' 35.11++ .B24 1bS035Q • S^iA 0304 111.233 099q1 34062
.OiJ7 16 i.2fi3 •1356
.313 11199`14 1921/10 3'1. 11 .772 165.917 l.ult) .1d1i 1130340 iO444 0
11 33.71 0531 16%06Uo 0459 ,00U 114,649 1.582








^+'....,.	 ,,..Y^_'...t--	 ... 1 .... _.	 ^ 4s,....,,	 e. s.A... .r. _}r........:4.k#.A.^ "...> .:..u..t.r...w.,,...:^*tw.,ew..sY....a.a.,«.,''W^tlisl+r.^ct^.ev^r•a^.. 	 ia•,.-•`-.f	 't_.
t '!Y , .	 RI 	 'idYSU-mPE^^ . U'	 F	 .: +^ r,, r	
.,
`	 1;-•	 -.5 ,
...'	
..._	 w	 9999, 
	
.,,.	 ,.	 _,:	 .,._.,......











-.: l 	 .. - _ 9999	 ,w..	 9999 _
?- Table 16.3 Continued -
Run 10
ClluV U
	F 11 S VON SLIM-4	 18 . 0 w4Z TU VLWSUS CLLL IIUmHEN
--- y P u L• If	 P U L'. ^r
. •-"w•--w----w•--	 ---.•- r •^• •w•• • w •	 w .	
•.	
i
A VL' N A	 E LINEAR CONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANT
6LOCK R u W LATI ODE- rLkM TL1?ll kMS TERM TER M tills
`► l 33x25 x519 16799.76 .9541 -92,13 116.•908 1a824-
2 32979 0361 169.956 loio6 -•935 11909e0 2.105J 320311 *333 161.725 • t10'U -0525 1 20.623 16536
of 31 * 80 • Jill 171,925 96'15 -0542 120.920 1.141
a 310'12 0000 172.a66 0854 - .739 123.2.14 1.495_
30996 '179 17X. 1 5 7 1, 4(10 -•'245 1200071 1 • 322
7 30050 947-N 170.171 1.263 0000 119.308 16599N0 8 30.Oy 0431 170.419 .751 -•297 1210510 19490
2`).50 • 158 173.092 19344 -11195 !27.2J1 2.661
lu 27.12 9:154 173IS86 19304 9000 124*497 39302
1l 2d.66 .7!"l 17?.702 .611 .960 123,555 19882
l 28.20 ,570 175,21!; 19328 -024 1 13090513 29113
2- 27.79 oA23 115.5'75 •915 61.100 129olU3 1.0393 21.2f1 .4311 176.79'1 1.87.3 0000 129.297 20081
26. 111 ,472 1760008 1,755 000n 129.771 20,479f b 26.35 93.71 1769722 19664 -0310 1304571 1.825
6 2b•kly .212 117.12E 1.179 -.536 1319120 l926.1
7 2tj94'3 •	 h6 178.161 19031 -.642 13294d5 9948
I t 2`1.97 9207 177.935 0604
-.527 13291J4 1 9141) .Z ,1.S1 .2117 17do094 0915 -0652 132.099 r9496	 „tI10 2'1.05 ,f111U 1+fU.152 9669 1-.761 13'1.872 .8G8 -1 1 ! 23oS8 9Oc^U 1(r1 .426 19791 -9722 135.837 1•'192




.	 [	 _	 ..	 .-.
	
_. - f	 .	 .,..	 . r .- 	 i e_	 r	 .. i	 5v,.i.X 	 .+	 999 9	 .,.	 ...
.,`k
........	 .. Sv '.
	





Ai r- ^: rw..t...,.ad..^. .,..•mn,«.....,-..:.,....e...,,. ,::.:...Y...... ,	:...-.:ew -,.^,..a;V..: ^.c::^,^s.:+.+>^.rsa^-*,-..r+.ax^,^.A,.+_S+w4._ »-:n,.,r..^.,:s-....^...s.,^r::a.raay........ - -	,r. -^:,	ura.-z....	:..rx.	:.,:..,.	•.r	a'e«
bSt'Ezr0•PS1(ionsI,f•I1h^.1/.1I`£1,I1 •f£11
Cf190T.£St°61117150COI•IelP6 0 Rh1t^ON •^1•^,I'1!1
115.7,n1 I.9616139•6ZZ• ILuc a6h1FZ6•	!Z9^I.c
hE5. 1Of t •Lh I1,'Z1. •6(111' T6fth'u(?T„1,(,• 1IIC►''^Et^`
ZEb•CIR1 1 IIZSL•91h•1ih9•ftnlfirO01Ile)




hEF•t.h516LSI1 Sfit? •7OZ 7.56191/.0713•/£-
491•tSfi•y5tZhh•,L6•i11,001,61QL1•Lf•e,EfI



















iLS•9Oqf`• 191MetL&SOZC65•L'611 111. 1C900h1,
'7.611.9ZL90691I,HL•161601SLt•h'6,1901.1LZ./6fs
hSe•98fh•091SSl•IIh60Z`'	649010Z91$.l.L'LhL'
916'1961'(111C01 • 1901,4Eout 	IOt196491 •PITi
SW►!-,.111131alt131SWNIlmil111(131101111IVI14011330 if)
1MV15NO3"IINII1NVX5,N(lJaWUI'139-W	3AN
r rr wrrr Tr	r.a ^rrrr...r rr 11.1..1.1 rrrrr	rwr-r ^r
-::.	111.7 1-r-r -..r.•rrrr	r•^rl err rrr
-.1
• l 0 cl 	Nl n •,
H3f►t1	M	l	T) n	'I,lls?l3A	Illz1+`.!	n• tI_?(14140.1 911 d	.lAWO
-01 ung
.	.,^ .	_	-	




LM robE r I: 1i 
it






33 * 25 •303 193	 75'1 19650 05,28 I56571:17 30589
2 32,79 •000 1969765 1*991
-19080 162,188 9*304




— Ie124 1640' 1 Iq 1.792
5 31.42 -.	 a2.i zo0ea5d lo1157
—10320 161o943 265811
;10.96 (IOU 1911o929 1 •492 -.4815
 16 ► • 131 2o264
7 3,Jq5U 0617 194.6613 l•stif 0000 159.726 2*206
It 313,04 •390 Iqh*031 1.192 SUOU 169,426 1•d04
11 ZVOSD •000 199*929 2o334 -01155 1679005 3.369
111 12 1 ,12 0011 2.67201 2•945 0000 164069 5*534
1	 1 28a66 795 a20 1 , 1 3 5 1,267 *6.28 167e394 3•01"16
1 23•20 *375 206.323 1o714 9000 175*040 29633
27o7 41' *701 2U,1.792 1*213U •292 174-•6d4 1.918
3 21o2h 9391 21369519 2*34,3 0000 176.310 29875
269111 o289 207.690 2921717 0000 177.558 1*212
2 6 ,36 0102 207.613 (•693
-•b18
 17999U2 1•H91 
2!3 a 89 0.000 2011.7911 1.5'16 -0710 179.514 1.5611
7 25443
—0150 21003a2 1*371 -9995 102,727 1*809
It 24.97 1010 ?09,960 1 61 11 —,670 183.252 1.311
9 Cry.) 210.389 1.526
-.899 10 3 , Il 't 3 •761
111
2`1.05 0 000 21 1 • 34t1 103113 -.069 1 J34.91 7 *788





CtifiV• FITS 1*014- !30,41t 2I.tj	 (itil Tl$ VLuSUS CELL NUMILot
POLV POL
-----------------
AVL O A I	 L I fi r A la	 rnN5TAIJ'r Ll 5
{^.^^'"> xC+"^1tst (iug^tiOURery .v..wv	 ":	 ^..F .i.a.	 x,.	 ..,^y^^ W	 IN	 Fi b '^ _ _	 ^ _ •
'4%=.73:fT`^$'?'*`'. '^!"°,4M	 t^ Cri 7v+. ^?pi }3 YKYA CV•-k"1S°' , srfixtW'i¢tr.,	 ;.	 3+- a*.''^'	 vz	 xw^	




CURVE FITS FOR SMMR 3 7 .0 GRZ T8 VERSUS CELL NUMBER
k
L
V POLO H PO
ww^w^wwr^^^Aw^awwwiwswww/w'wwwsw
••^^gswwws^w^^www`+wwwwwww^^•^ww
AVERAGE LINEAR CONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANTBLOCK ROW LATITUDE TERM TERM RMS TERN TERM RMS
1 1 48927




;441 204!157 7,577 X966 16	 1 119 139850
y 47061
X315 2059309 7.037 0886 1619194 129800
9336 204.338 69103 •834 160.827 11.328
5 47938 X522 2029230 69330 10188 1560,666 11.818
0 6




0716 199.382 60896 1.619 146v,976 11.666
- sale 196.659 6079 10698 147.09 6 I 1.868









9955 1939037 69825 19914 1410051 11.463
16 419.93

















































RMS TERM TERM RMS
i Z	 1 93.36 •915 196.959 2.617 1.077 lg9.178 9.291
! 2
3
9319 X392 196.088 2.368 ♦998 149.075 90678











. 367 195.819 .2260
.812 192_.799 .3.9737 42.01 X297 196.137 2.298 9732 193.686 9.315


































9.75316 39997 8000 198*930 29g76 9392 196.051 5.976



























CURVE F1TS'FOR SMNR 37.0 GHZ T.8 VERSUS CELL NUMBER
i
V POL •










	 CONSTANTBLOCK - Row
	 LATIYuoE	 T ERM	 TERM	 RM5
	 TERM	 TERM	 RMS















4 37070 0000 203023 4.255 9555 1499,313
59103
6.3435 37.48 0000 201.463 3.874 •529 146.578 5.385
6 37.25
.132 198.893 3.225 0518 144,742 40718U	 7 37902 9161 199.185 3.179 1628 l44.069 5.022
_	 8 36.79 9311 197,208 3.335 0741 142;531 5.0329 3656 0224 197.221 3.322 •637 142.277 4-71"10	 36.34	 9187	 1960412
	 2.664	 ,532	 141.352	 441.57it
	 36.11







































•373 192.177 2,418 r55y 139,,216 4.230
r.} 20 34.05
932y 192.661 2.429 0549 139.938 4.778
21 33.82
9259 193.475 2.164 •449 141,479 4.2044142 194.343 1.934 .:280 143.630 3.465'22' 33,59 •184 194.372 2.408 •335 142,939 4.004
e
.k






CURVE FITS FOR SMMR 3790 GNZ TO VERSUS CELL NUMBER .,
PO L O M











4 i 33.37. 0000 196,0361 1.964 •204 144.746
_
40,0512 33.14 1000 1960350 29234 0153 1459452 3.837




$000 1970448 29627 0000 1490621 4.879
' •0090 198.716 2.231 0000. 1490300 4.654
^. 6 3292Y ".098 198442, 1875. '0-164 151.368 3.607
c°n 7 31.99 •101 198.5011 1.676 • 0109 151.444 2.997

















12 30. 84 0000 198.205 2.740 •000 152.078 4.588
13 30.38 t00^ 198*017 2313 9274 148.673 4.529












0,11-3 1990432 1.330 ••129 153558 2.429





• 530 206 508 3,907 w.613 166f465 609510.292 205.112 49269 w•513 165.307 7.42520 29.00 1151 200.544 3.408 9263 156.270 6.18221 28977 092 197.868 3*330 0948 150.809 6.09922 28•S4 X227 201.695 29606 •527 1579158 3.913
, c
...,....	 ...-..	 -t ..	 .+uW	 'gym+-,ue=	 sr	 ^ cnma-mu«	 mwv^-...a.:..w«.....c _	 ..per-•.+au'»xn.^+.e.
'^.w.°'^a"
Y . .t











` Table. 16.5 Continued"
Run 10
CURVE FITS FOR SNMR 37.0	 GHZ TB VERSUS CELL NUMBER
P r
rf.^
V POL• H P01.•
wwww^www^.w^.w.A^w^w,wwww^www!s-•.A•-^ . www^ ^wwwwaw'	 w	 ww.w^.w.w^ww^-^iww www^	 ^,^
AVERAGE LINEAR CONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANT
BLOCK ROM LATITUDE TEAM TERM RMS TERM TERM RMS
5 l 28.31 9000 206.410 4.027 •000 166.815 -6.461
., 2 2e•Oe 0000 207.165 4.024 .000 1699354 79413
3 27085 X000 207.101 39100 9187 1650870 49749
4 27*62 .207 204,221 2.900 •343 162.486 4.856
5 27,39 0000 206.520 2,885 0000 166.767 5s343
6 27.16 0000 207.626 49998 1000 168t91I 79685
0 7 26.93 •000 207.475 49413 0000 169.349 69879
a 26.70 I48 205.752 49076 927y 165t,314 5.956
9 26#g7 0000 207.155 49057 0000 1167.880 6.802
10" 26.24 0000 205.054 3s251 .000 16y.414 5.201
11 26.01 0000 204.522 2.651 0000 163,$71 49240
12 25.78 +0>144 206.098 2.622 0000 1639437 4.495
13 25055 0099 207.216 29196 •9361 168.362 3.802
14 25932 w•244 208.708 1.928 ••357 169.451 2.568
15 25.08 ".079 207.181 19934 6000 165.705 3.234
- 16 24.85
-;202 207.916 1.982 ^•202 1661,965 3.481
{ 17 24.62 '9262 208s116 IsB28 •0277 167.613 2010
18 24.39 0073 '	 209#550 29220 .1248 1690096 3.233
19 2'1.16 W#210 209.148 2.047 +0312 169,,8U2 3.168
20 23.93 ••,430 212.034 2.027 409584 174.090 20736
' 21` 23970 w#479 213.998 2.041 x•743 1779900 3.523
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CURVE FITS FOR SMMR	 6•6
	 GNZ TB VERSUS CELL NUMBER
e. V POL M POL • , T
t'tp,' •r^www^ow•wwwwww-^^wwyy w ^ •w w • wwww wwwwwwwww^^.www"w^^^ww^www2w"wwww
AVERAGE LINEAR CONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANT
.° BLOCK - -- ROW - LATI-TUDE TERM TERM RMS TERM TERM RMS
l 1 26.98 0666 151.335 .063 •0698 88.755 0060k ` 2 25.62 .732 151.530 •526 •,859 88.910 •276
3 24.35 0800 1S1s070 0187 •0880 888515 •325
9 23x08 1921 151.7;, .193 •,899 881935 •907 i
2 1 21.80 •q 12 152	 :,	 ,_ •905 •.893 69.395 •726
2 20.53 *517 152 a288 .1,2ob 91.315 9580
3 19.25 •138 159- 0158 .1.395 92•.065 X966
'1 17.98 .000 155.237 9224 •1.776 93.975 9221
.I- 3 1 16.71 9000 156.070 9093 •2.281 950755 •218
Ul 2 15g43 9000 1569827 •227 02.895 98.020 •269
3 14915 0000 1579M55 1.492 •2.724 970790 1.851
9 12.88 0000 158.610 2.889 .3.629 102.115 9.519
4
_	 1 11060 •000 158.187 1.615 •2.961 98.130 2*215
2 10.32 +39'1 158.960 1y30 •3.809 100.995 ie827
3 905 0337 1559810 9271 02.399 95;875
i8jx
9 7.77 1.150 153.905 .151 "•875 910995 •099
L 5 1 6.99 1.108 152.800 •095 •.686 90.365 9392
2 5922 1.298 1510555 9380 •.929 889,670 .630 r
3 3099 19257 150.6'10 •391 "0690 880575 057
4 2.66 1.055 150.195 9167 "9723 870860 1048
6 1'' 1.39 19102 150.010 •165 w•921 88.530 0198
2 •12 x725 150.715 9090 .19326 89995 *166
' 3 •1.15 .000 152.670 0405 +1,.620 909170 •321j 9 -203 ! 000 1529855 9518 X1'.989 8°9915 .978 '.;7' 1 -3.70 .400 151.945 •160 •1.239 89.285 •385
2' X9.98 •371 152.135 9295 •1.397 890990 9359
3 -6.25 0479 151.885 0090 •1.373 89.610 •367y
•7x52 9405 152.355 •293 •1.27 89.900 •30Q
1 +8090 •605 151.795 9038 -1921' 89,560 9329
2 "10.07 0645 151.800 9062 •,982 89.000 9200
3 -11.39 1.195 150.660 4196 w9,706 889390 •2339 *12,61 1.002 1500955 0277 .,693 886105 •138
^( {	 •	 -	 ..„..-_.,.f...-:	 fiX-. if.iY',[i19paMl^ .Yf+"'("	 .3M'HT.NLY4:S `enN+fen.^i: r^	 s;.+^^°A4r..	 4'i=+ 	 °W .r	 ...:^	 ^._a.	 a_?	 _
JFigure 17.1
Run 11
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Table-- 1-8
Run 12
CURVE, - FITS FOR SMMR	 6 96	 GHZ Tb VERSUS CEL L NUMBER`
_ V POL• _ H POL.
AVERAGE LINEAR CONSTANT LINEAR CONSTANT
BLOCK` ROW LATITUDE TERM TERM RMS- TERM TERM RMS
1 1 13.22 0190 1556650 •160 -1.208 93.115 •557
2 all' ;264 1560665 •202 •1.227 93 045 •409
3 *10068 ,000 1569362 9059 +1 .173 920905 9356
14 X9. 41 •124 155,640 •170 •19122 920040 •400
2 i' •8.13 9217 155•:025 9218 -1.147 91015 -9548
2 -6086 •157 154.770 0244 -19132 91.250 0494
3 •5.59 0000 1540640 •430 .19264 91.035 9635
i^'• 4 •4 32 9000 1540592 •209 X1.195 90,695 9376
3 1 •3004 0000 159.445 9208 •1192 909625 •335
2 •107 0.237 154.695 9368 •1.249 90.270 •150
3 9.049 0000 1539760 0100 •10189 89.965 •280
4 •78 •369 153.160 9280 ••855 89.305 0380
4 1 2005 •000 155.340 0650
•.837
90210 •566
2. 3,33 :736 154.655 •327 W•975 91..785 0658
3 4.60 *405 156.010 •108 0,971 92.045 9307
4 5988 9618 1560410 9186 W997y 93.000 9079
5 1 7.16 0414 1557.590 .151 •1.064 93,910 9324
2 844 9000 159.720 9260 019720 979645 •402
3 9.71 •347 159.270 04411 ••957 96085 •587
4 10099 0000 160,030 0510 -20681 100.955 1.179
6 1 12927 0000 159,742 1.066 •3,838 102.945 1.155
2 13.5'1 .862 156090 •390 •,993 94,0265 •577
3 1N,82 1.215 1550940 •192 9252 92.025 0386
4 16010 10066 155.850 •196 9000 91.962 0282
7 I 17.37 ,798 156.500 •299 ••575 92,765 9472
2 18964 1.282 154.240 •249 W9674 91.750 •187
3 19.92 0841 1540915 0139 +•571 91.240 0191
4 21.19 •684 155.065 0148 W9378 91.465 0413
A
,.	 k	 ::,.-.	 -.t. x.sa=r^"^rck*C:cz	 yw+	 -^x..oa=^vse	 w.:x	 c,.z.	 .. 	 -	 r	 'xmcew'asw-+wear*.-.n±e	 wtc^:+^-	 .r..an»xr«.er+,<..i_F.^. ....G
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Table 19.1.	 Mean Cross-Track Gradient Values
Orbit 1198, -100 to 00 Latitude Orbit 1255, -250 to -50 - Latitude
Mean Slope Std. Dev. of Total Variation Mean Slope Std. Dev. of Total Variation
(K/cell) Slope (K/cell) Across Swath (K) (K/cell) Slope (K/cell) Across Swath (K)
6.6 V 0.03 0.14 0.12 -0.07 0.10 -0.28
6.6 H -1.19 0.05 -4.76 -1.20 0.16 -4.80
10.69 V -0.19 0.12 -1.33 -0.30 0.11 -2.10
10.69 H -0.02 Q. 10 -0.14 -0.09 0.13 -0.63
18 V 0.37 0.12 4.07 0.27 0.16 2.97
18 R -0.30 0.18 -3.30 -0.42 0.23 -4.62
21 V 0.14 0.22 1.54 -0.02 0.25 -0.22
21 R 0.47 0.35 -5.17 -0.67 0.38 -7.37
37 V -0.07 0.12 -1.54 -0.17 0.17 -3.74
37 H 0.05 0.20 1.10 -0.11 0.29 -2.42
ITable 19.2. Day/Night Cross-Track Gradient Variations
Descending Ascending
(local night) (local day)
Orbit 1205	 Orbit 1206 Orbit 1198 Orbit 1255
Latitude Range: -50 to -100	250 to 300 -100 to 00 -250 to -50
6.6 V Mean Slope 0.50	 0.36 0.03 -0.07
(K/cell)
6.6 V Std. Dev, of 0.12	 0.15 0.14 0.10
Slope (K/cell)
6.6 V Total Variation 2.00	 1.44 0.12 -0.28
Across Swath W
6.6 'H Mean Slope -1.25	 -1.57 -1.19 -1.20
(K/cell)
6.6 H Std. Dev. of 0.17	 0.13 0.05 0.16
Slope (K/cell)
6.6 H Total Variation -5.00	 -6.28 -4.76 -4.80
Across Swath W
Difference between V 7.00 4.88 4.52
and H Total
Variations W
128
